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Abstract. The Novikov-shubin invariants for a non-compact Rie-

mannian manifold M can be defined in terms of the large time decay

of the heat operator of the Laplacian on L2 yfotms, L, on M '

Fol the (2n * 1)-dimensional Heisenberg group ¡12n*r, the Lapla-

cian ao can be decomposed into operators ao,"(k) in unitary repre-

sentations B¿ which, when restricted to the centre or H, are charac-

ters (mapping ø to exp(-ikø)). The representation space is an anti-

Fock space (F;r), of anti-holomorphic functions ,F on Cl such that

la-l F (z)12 
"-t 

/ aklzl2 ¿z 1 ræ.

In this thesis, the eigenvalues of Le,"(k) are calculated, for all n and

p, using operators which commute with the Laplacian; this information

determines the pth Novikov-Shubin invariant of ¡12nrt '

llt



statement. This work contains no material which has been ac-
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Introduction

Definition of Novikov-shubin invariants. The Novikov-shubin

invariants of a non-compact Riemannian manifold M are defined in

ter.ms of the von Neumann spectra of the Laplacian on L2 pforms on

M; we'll denote this LaPlacian bY Ao.

For d the usual exterior derivative on square-integrable pforms,

ancl d* its adjoint with respeci to the Riemannian metric, we define

the Laplacian on L2 Yforms to be

Lp: dd* + d*d"

Note that the Laplacian is a self-adjoint, positive, second order elliptic

differential operator; the Laplacian on functions,, 46, is the typical such

elliptic differential operator. The Laplacian on forms is somewhat mor-e

complex, but differs flom Ao only in first and zeroth order terms.

we first define the heat operator e-¿ao for all f > 0 using the spec-

tral theorem for self-adjoint operators. Then for f a discrete, cocom-

pact subgroup of the isometry group of M , we can define a certain von

Ñ".,rnunn trace Tr¡ on the f-invariant operators of B(L2(M)), and

thus a function ïr(t) :: Tr¡(e-'^o¡, defined for all positive Ú. Then

do(ú) approaches b['), th" pth L2 Betti number of M, for large ú'

If furtherm ore lo(t)- åÍ') ir of order t-o, and ú-op is of order ïr(t) -
bf,) "" 

f -+ oo, then we say that oo is the pth Novikov-Shubin invariant

[24).

It is known that ao is independent of the choice of f-invariant metric

on M; other properties of ao ale discussed in the main text.

context. Novikov-shubin invariants aÌe a lelatively new set of

topological invariants, usually defined analytically, which exist for cer-

tain non-compact Riemannian manifolds. They were first defined in

l4L, 4Ol, but they are most comprehensively discussed in [z+]'
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There ar.e manifolds for which ao does not exist (for some p). How-

ever, genelalised invariants, denoted by qrdo and dr, have been de-

fined to cover these excePtions.

The theory of tr2 torsion (see for example [r]) is also closely linked

to that of Novikov-shubin invariants; for example, if all the Novikov-

Shubin invar-iants of a manifold are positive, then the tr2 tolsion of that

manifold is defined.

Since Novikov-Shubin invariants ale a new development in the field

of analysis of manifolds, it is not yet known precisely how and where

they can be used; they are known for very few manifolds, so the lack

of åata makes it hard to formulate conjectures. This thesis, as well

as providing useful information on the spectrum of the Laplacian, will
address that lack.

Aim of thesis. The aim of this thesis is to calculate the Novikov-

Shubin invariants of the (2n-f1)-dimensional Heisenberg group ¡12n)-1.

The method chosen is to examine not only the Laplacian on L2 pforms

on H2n*r, but also this operator in unitary representations of Hzn+t '

We study the spectrum of these latter- operators and theleby derive all

the Novikov-Shubin invariants for each l{eisenberg group'

The Heisenberg group and its representations. Recall that

the Heisenberg group of dimensiot (2n * 1) (hereafter denoted by

¡72n*r, or 11 if the dimension is understood) is a 2-step nilpotent Lie

group. (These groups arise naturally in Quantum Mechanics; they are

ilro, i¡ som.e sense, the simplest non-trivial-that is, non-abelian-
nilpotent Lie groups.)

we choose a left-invariant metric on 11; then the Laplacian a,
defined with respect to this metric is (left) I/-invariant'

Because É1 is a Lie group, its tangent bundle is trivial, and the

Laplacian Ao can be thought of as a matlix' with entries rvhich are dif-

ferential opei'ators on L2(H). But we know from the abstract Plancherel
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tlreorem that L2(H) splits into a direct integral of Hilbert spaces:

L'(H)= 
,(- 

rl, ø T;klkl"dk

Results. The central results of this thesis are the following.

TupoRBvt (A). For any positiue integers p,n,,such th'at p 1n,
Iet Le,n be tlte Laplacian on L2 p-forms on H2"*r and' Lr,"(k) tlt'e

,orr"Åpord"ing oper:ator in the representation B¡, for positiue k. Then

tlt.e eigenualues of Lr,*(le) are

p1)zk(g - k)

$*r"-p*r*l)k-rL+l (,-0.[-;] r1) 
",

!+ek-1) + n-p,")k-'L;l ("-,. 1+])t'
! + Qs r n - p r r)k *=t:r -l+] (" -, * ll) ¿

+. (å(' - p + r)2c2 + (, - p* r)k -t 2ks - 5)

: g €2,,g> | and r : I,...,P

For any k, the lowest eigenualue of Lr,"(k) is lc2f c2 *("- p)k, and its

multiplicity ,t (|)

Here lnl represents the greatest integer smaller than n. Though

the multiplícity of the lowest eigenvalue is a function only of n and p,

the multiplicity of an eigenvalue in general will depend on the values of

fr, p, r u.ã g. Note also that the spectrum of Ap-t,,-1(k) is contained

in the spectrum of Ao,"(k).
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n*1, pln,ntI,
|(n + 1), p -- n,n * 1.

By using the Hodge star operator, it can be shown that Ar,"(k)
and a,_p,,(k) have the same eigenvalues, so that we only have to

prove Theorem (A) for the case p < n. Further, it can be shown that
-Ar,,(k) 

and Ap,,(-k) have the same spectrum, so that we need only

find the spectrum fol k Positive.

A result complementary to this is the calculation of the spect-,-um of

the Laplacian on those l-forms on Heisenberg manifolds (i-e- rranifolds

x : H ll, for I a discrete, cocompact subgroup of 11) which vanish on

the centre, which is presented in [zz]. The characters of fl (and not

the representations unitarily equivalent to p*) are considered, so that

the results obtained therein are not directly comparable to Theorem

(A) - but they are analogous, and similar in form'

The heat operator. e-rao is also .[1-ini,aliant, and its l-trace can be

clefined; Theorem (A) then implies the following'

Conollnnv (B). The pth, Nouikou-Shubin inuariant of H2n+r is

giuen by

oo(H,n+,) : { içIti rl, 
ro!i",,:+i,

Furthermore, for any discrete subgroup I of Hz"+t such that AI : H ll
isacompactrnanifotd,ar(M):ap(H2"+t);onymanifoldwhichis
homotopy equiualent to such a manifold AI also has tlt,e sarne Nouikou-

Shubin ,inuariants, and any manifold M' uith fundarnental group r{llrt')
a discrete subgroup of Hzn+r has its fi,rst Nouikou-shubin inuariant

giuen by a{M') : or(H'"+t)'

This is one topological application of Theorem (A); others are being

investigated. In work in progress, V. Mathai and I are investigating

the consequences of these results in coarse geometry (see [f 5] for more

on coarse geometry). I hope to also be able to compute certain other

invariants of Heisenberg groups using this spectral information.

The results of varopoulos in [52] determine a6(M) explicitly; these

calculations agree with the case p : 0 of Corollary (B)"

corollary (B) also refines the following inequalities fol or(H"+')
which were proved by Lott in [31]:

or(H"*t) I

where our definition of ao diffeÌs by a factor of 2 fi'om Lott's.
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outline of chapters. The first chapter discusses Novikov-shubin
invariants, which are defined in terms of von Neumann algebras and

tlre spectrum of the Laplacian on L2 Vfotms; several alternative defi-

nitions are given, along with their history, related invariants and a list
of manifolds for which they are known'

In the second chapter, the Heisenberg group-whose Novikov-Shubin

invariants will later be determined-is defined. We summarize some

necessary representation theory, and apply it to the Heisenberg group,

presenting families of unitary representations of this Lie group) and -

nring the abstract Plancherel theorem - show why these might be useful

in determining the Novikov-Shubin invariants.

In the thircl chapter, the Laplacian on L2 pforms on the Heisenberg

group is defined, and an explicit for-mula given. using this formula, we

construct a partition of invar-iant subspaces; we then focus on a generic

invariant subspace. Three collections of operators which commute with
the Laplacian are also defined and discussed.

In the fourth chapter, these commuting operators are used to study

eigenvalues of the Laplacian in a representation; in the process' isome-

tries connecting the eigenvalues of Laplacians on Heisenbelg groups of
different dimensions (and on forms of different degrees) are desclibed.

As a result, we are left with a core eigenspace on which calculations

actually have to be done. In fact, in this way, all eigenvalues of the

Laplacian in a representation can be found, and the Novikov-Shubin

invariants of the (2n* 1)-dimensional Heisenberg group can thereby be

calculated.

In this chapter, we prove Theorem (A); more specifically, we show

that the space of all Trforms decomposes into three subspaces. On two

of these, Lr,.(k) has the same eigenvalues as does Ae-r,'-r(k) acting on

(p - 1)-forms. The remaining subspace can be further decomposed into
u, rrrb.pa." on which Ao,,(k) has the same eigenvalues as Lr-2,.-z(k),
and a symmetr-ic subspace. We explicitly calculate the eigenvalues

of the Laplacian on this symmetric subspace; these are the only new

eigenvalues at each stage and consequently the only eigenvalues that
neecl to be consideled. (They can be explicitly calculated because the

symmetric subspace on which they occul is only 4-dimensional, fol all

n)2 and21p12n-I.)
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we benefit in doing this from the symmetry of the Laplacian and of

its eigenvectors (both of which are due to the symmetry of the commu-

tation relations of the Heisenberg group) and the fact that the Lapla-

cian acting on pforms can be written in the same form globally and as

p varies (which is primalily because the Heisenberg group is a nilpotent

Lie group).

In the fifth chapter, we attempt to generalize the operators and

rnethods of the third chapter to other nilpotent Lie groups. To some

extent, this is possible, but difficulties arise due largely to the extra

non-zero commutation relations in the Lie algebras (and the higher

dimension of the centres). Several results are possible, though: we

from the general to the specific). There is the potential for more pro-

ductive research along these lines.

Conclusion. orrly the lowest eigen-

value of Ao,'(k)' ariants for 112'+1, but

also all the eigen
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Novikov-Shubin invariants

In pure mathematics the really powerful methods are only

effective when one already has some intuitive connection

with the subject, when one already has, before a proof has

been carried out, some intuitive insight' some expectation

which, in a majority of cases, proves to be light'

Joltn uon Neumann, Theory of self-reproducing automata

1. Introduction

In difierential geometry, one usually considers smooth (i.e. Ú'-)
functions, and ,e.iions of bundles, on manifolds - or, if interested in

complex structures, holomorphic functions - whereas in topology, func-

tions ar.e often required to be continuous. But when engaged in analysis

on manifolds, other classes of functions must sometimes be considered'

Fol example, if interested in integration, additional constlaints are re-

quired: typically either that the region to be integrated over must be

compact, or that the functions are compactly supported'

An alternative is to consider square integrable (i.e. -L2) functions

with respect to a specific measure, which leads to defining an L2 co-

homology. (specifically, we take the closure or c* compactly sup-

ported i.,r.tion. on the manifold, with respect to the L2 \nner product

fo. ,o-" specific measure on this manifold.) This will be the case

throughouf tni. thesis; the differential forms that we'll consider will

u,l*oyi be L2 foÌms. More precisely, they'll be tr2 sections of the exte-

rior algebra of differential forms on the manifold, that is' elements of

L2(M,Lp(T.M)), where M is the manifold in question.

TIre space or L2 runctions on a manifold is a Hilbert space; study-

ing the operators on this Hilbert space leads to consideration of von

Nã.,mo.r,' algebras, a certain type of algebra of bounded operatols on

a fixed Hilbert space, which will be defined shortly. we will also need a

1



2. VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 2

new climension function, the von Neumann dimension, which is defined

lelative to a fixed algebra of operators'

The subje ct of L2 cohomology is relatively new; early wor-ks in this

ar.ea inclu¿e ttre papers of Atiyah [1] and Dodziuk [11]. That the

analytic and comtinatorial definitions of L2 cohomology are in fact

equivalent, in the same way that de Rham and singular cohomology

où 
"qrri,rulent, 

was proved by Dodziuk in [rf]; a, tgt.Neumann trace

oIì a certain class of operators (which we'll see shortly) was defined by

Atiyah in [1].

We discuss these concepts more rigorously, beginning with the def-

inition of von Neumann algebras.

2. Von Neumann algebras

von Neumann algeblas were first defined in [r+]. Motivations for

their study include the following, given in [38]:

(i) considerations of the abstract theory of algebras of operators on

Hilbert spaces, which form a ring under the operations of union

and intersection;
(ii) various unsolved (at the time) problems in the theory of unitar-y

representations of glouPs;

(iii) formalisms of Qrron1.,m Mechanics, including machinery fol deal-

ing with algebras of observables;

(iv) thãy includã new types of abstract algebras, with no explicit basis

necessary for their descriPtion'

For more on von Neumann algebras, a comprehensive reference is [10],
from which the above definitions were taken'

DBprNrrtoN. There ale several possible topologies on the set B(17)

of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space 'J1. One of these is

the weak topology: we say that a sequence {,4"} in B(11) converges

weakly to ,q.ff ((-'q"- A)u,u) -) 0 as n -+ oo for all u,ru e ?l' (Here

(.,.) i; the inner product of 't1.) There is also the strong topology: a

,"q.,"n." {A.} ín B(?/) conver-ges strongly to A if ll(4" - Á)"ll -+ 0 as

n -+ oo for all u e 'J1.

For any subalgebra Al' of BQI), the commutant of N, denoted,Â,/',

is delined to be

A[' :: {A e B(11) ' [4, B] : 0 for all B e Af]'
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A uon Neumann algebra M, then, is a subalgebra of B(11) which is

adjoint-closed (that is, A € M + A. e M) and weakly closed. This

is Lquivalent to the condition that M is equal to its own bicommutant,

M : M,,. In this definition, we can also take strong closure instead

of weak closure, and the same algebra results'

Tlre von Neumann algebra generated by a set ,s is the smallest von

Neumann algebra containing ,S.

The positiue operators of any von Neumann algebra M arc those

op"ru,to., A which ar-e self-adjoint (that is, A* - A) and satisfy the

cånditior, (Au,u) 2 0 for all u €'11. The set of all such is denoted by

M+.

A, trace on the positive operators M+ of a von Neumann algebra

M \s a function di from M+ to R. which takes non-negative, possibly

infinite values, ancl satisfies the following properties:

(i) if .9, T e M+ , then /(.9 + r) -- d(S) + 0Q):,
1ìi) ir s e M+ ancl À € R+, then {()s) : )d(s)' with the conven-

tion that 0 multiPlied bY *oo is 0;

(iii) if S e M+ unð, U is a unitary operator \n M, then Ó(U SU't) :
d(s)

The last condition can be replaced by the condition that /(fi.r?) :

ó(RR.) fol all R e M.

A, d.imension function can then be defined from a trace þ; if ?lo is

a subspace o1 'Jl and P is orthogonal projection onto ?16, then we set

dimø(?lo) ,: ó(P).

A. factor is a von Neumann algebra M such that the intersection

of M and, M'is exactly {À Id : ) e c}; that is, if the center o1 M (the

elements of M which commute with all of M) consists solely of scalar'

multiples of the identity, then M is a' factor"

Factor-s have been classifi,ed, in the following way. suppose that a
factor M has a trace. Define a dimension function D from the trace

as above, and form the set of all dimensions of all invariant subspaces

of ?l (equivalently, the set of all traces of projections of M). Then we

.u.r, .iu.rrify factors according to the set of all possible values of D on

invar.iant subspaces orll, as follows (where the type of factor is on the
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Ieft and the set of possible values of D on the right)'

(I") 0,1,...,n (forn :L,2, "' )

(I"") 0,1,...,oo
(II, ) [0, 1]

(II-) [0, -].
If the factor does not have a trace, we say it is of type III or III.". (In
this case a dimension function can still be constructed, but it can only

take the values 0 or oo.)

The group von Neumann algebra. Let G be any discrete Sloup;
we define two von Neumann algebìas associated to G, following [10]

and [1e].

Fol any g € G, there is a left action Ln on /2(G) defined by

(1) Q,ÐØ): fØ-'å) for arv f €Iz(G), heG'

There is also a right action, r?r, defined t'V (&/Xn) : f (hg)' W9'll

return to the left ánd right acti,on in section2.2, since they also define

the left and right regular representations of G'

We clefine l/¡; (or U if ft is clear which group is meant) to be the von

Neumann algebra generated by the set of operators .Ln for all g € G, and

V6 (or y) t; be the von Neumann algebra generate$ by all operators

lìr. 
'Thir'uon 

Neumann algebra v6 is sometimes called the gÌoup von

Närrrronn algebra of G. Bãth tl6 andVç arc subalgebras of B(/'z(G))'

It is well known (see [10], [10]) that |,lc is the commutant of {r?, :

g € G\ and that Vc : {Ln I I € G}''

Let (.,.) be the inner product on /2(G) and_d'n the function in 12(G)

which takes g to 1 and 
"tãryother 

elementof G to 0. Then {ár}n6ç is a

complete orthonor-al basis lor L2(G). We denote the identity element

of. G by e.

We define a tlace tr6 on Vc in the following way' For any operator

A \n VI, define
trç(A) 1: (A6.,6").

Equivalently, for arry g € G, set

(2) 116(r?,) :{î;ittz,.
(.fhese defrnitioDs give rise to the same trace since any A € VG caî

ùe rvritten A: Ð"secan?s, for some constants cr. I1 A € Vi, th"n
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tr6(A) : a"by either definition of trace.) With this ttace, Vs is a type

IIr von Neumann algebra

If G is a topological group, we again define uc to be the von Neu-

manrì algebra generated by {Ln: g e G}, and ì/c to be the von Neu-

rnann algebra [enerated by {An : g e G}. It is still true that Vc :Ub,
and thai U. : V'.- However, the trace on these von Neumann alge-

bras is defined slightly differently; see section 2'3 for the definition and

fur-ther- comments.

3. The f-trace on oPerators

Let M be a non-compact oriented Riemannian manifold on which

a cliscrete group f acts freely, such that the quotient X : Mfl is a

compact mãnifold. The bounded operators on L2(M) which commute

witli the action of f folm a von Neumann algebra, denoted by A. There

is a natural trace Tr¡ on this von Neumann algebra, which we pÌoceed

to define.

If f is a fundamental domain for the action of f on À1, then we

can wlite Lz(M) as

L,(M) o¿2(f) ØL2(f) =,2(l) ø1',(X);

the group f acts (unitarily) on L2(M) as the tensor product of the left

actiãn (l-) on /'(f), and the identity on L2(X)'

Mor-eover, for any 7 € f , L., is a bounded (and, indeed, unitary)

operator, so that we can identify f with a subset of BQ2(M)),^9ll::
i is oa;oi.tt-closed (as LI : Ln-'), the commutant A of I in B(L'z(M))
is a von Neumann algebra.

with respect to the above decomposition of L'(M), this algebra -4
can be written

A: V Ø BØ'z(X)),

where v is the commutant of f within B(r'?(f)); as stated above, )/ is
genelated by the set of operators {Rr, I € f}'

Let tr¡ be the trace (2) on V. As noted above, V is a type II1 von

Neumann algebra. There is a trace on ,4. defined by this trace on V

ancl the .,r.,ul (Hilbert space) trace on B(L'z(X)), so that "4 is type

II-. This trace is denoted Tr-r and is called the l-tlace'

The above ciefinitions and discussion are taken from [1]'
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The f-trace on modules. we can generalise this definition to the

case of /2(f) modules, as follows (more details can be found in [2+]).

A free l2(f )-module is a Hilbert space of the form /2(l) Ø11, ror 11

a complex Hilbert space.

There is an action of I on this space, consisting of the left action of

f on l2(f ) and the trivial action of f on '11. A,s before, we can form the

.ro, N"ìÁann algebra of f-invariant operators on ¿'?(l) I H, on which

ther-e is a natural trace

Tr¡ :: trr I Tr.

I{ere tr¡ is the previously defined trace on the von Neumann algebra V

of I and Tr. is the usual (Hilbert-Schmidt) trace on bounded operators

oln']1.

Using this trace, one can also define as before a dimension function,

dimr, on th" set of all closed l-invariant subspaces in /'?(f) Ø'11: if P
is a l-invar-iant or.thogonal projection onto a subspace 11, then we set

dimr 11 :: TrrP.

If 'tl\sinfinite dimensional, dim¡ takes values in the interval [0, +oo],

which means that the corresponding von Neumann algebra is of type

II-. If ?/ is finite dimensional, the corresponding von Neumann algebra

is of type II1.

An lz(f )-module M is aclosed f-invariant subspace of a free l'(f )-

rnodule; the f-dimension extends to such modules'

Integral kernels. Equivalently, we can define the f-trace in telms

of integÃl kernels, again following [1]. Since A e A is a bounded

operatÃ, it has a Schwartz kernel A(r,y) which is a distribution on

At[ x M; that is,

(Au)(r): L
for v the Haar measure on M
A(r,y) for all 7 € f, so we can regard the kernel as a distribution

"i çli x M)ll. If in fact t6e kernel is an L2 function, that is, is in

L2((A/t x M)ll), we call A a f-Hilbert-Schmidt operator'

We say A e A is of f-trace class if. A: TtTz for some f-Hilbert-
schmiclt operators ft and ?2. For such operators, Tl¡ can be defined

witlr respect to measurable functions on Atl x M with compact suppot't.

6

A(r,y)u(y) dr(y)

Since A is f-invariant, A('1",^lY) :
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In particul ar, iÎ A € .4 is of f-trace class, has smooth kernel A(*, y) 
'

is positive and is self-adjoint, then it can be shown that

T,rA- [o@,r)d,u(r)Jr
for z now the Haar measure on F.

So far, we have only been considering operators on L2(M). The

extension of this theory to L2 sections of vector bundles is straight-

forwald, especially since all the vector bundles we'll be considering are

trivializable. However, it is necessary to take the trace of the kernel' So

if we are studying operators on L2(M,E) for some trivial.vector bundle

E on Ai[, ttren ror any operator A € A(E)= AØEndCN (where E is

a rank /y' con-rplex vector bundle), the above formula becomes

Tr¡A : [ ,r,1,1.(r,r))d'u(x)
Jr

rvhere tr" is the usual matrix trace on Bnd E"'

The L2 Betti numbers. The L2 Betti numbers of the manifold

A1[ were defined in [1] in the following way'

DB¡'lNt:rtoN. Let 11'(M) be the space of -L2 halmonic pforms on

Att; Iet H'(M) 7n(A[) BO(M) be the r-th L2 cohomology group'

where Ä (2) (M) is the space of L2 pforms ort M, Z'(M) kerd n

^
p ',(M) and BP( M) ImdnAþ, (M). As for de Rham cohomology' the

two spaces '11'(M) and HP(M) arc isomorphic. Then we define the Pth
L2 Betti number of M to be br(M) dim¡'11e(M) d\m¡- He(M)

simplicial tr2 cohomology. It was shown in [11] that the simpli-

cial definition of .L2 cohomology gives cohomology groups isomorphic

to those defined as above, and thus gives the same L2 Betti numbers.

That is, let /( be the (finite simplicial) complex of a smooth triangula-

tion of X, and let Ê be the (infinite simplicial) complex of the induced

triangulati ot-t or M . Then I acts freely on I{, and /( : I{ ll. Let

C?U7) be the space of real, oriented co-chains of 1( of degree p; iden-

tify a cochain f \n ce(k) with an infinite formal linear combination of

orientecl simplexes of ii,D f"-o (where f" : f @) € R)'

From the set of cochains, we choose those which are finitely square-

summable: the set o1 L2-cocha\ns, c!(ii), is the set of all cochains .f

t" çnçi{) such that Ðl.f ,f ( oo, where the sum is over all simplexes

of Ii. This set is a Hilbert space with inner product D,f "g"'

P

(2
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The simplicial coboundary operator ó carries over to tr2 cochains,

that is: 6 -.p, Ci€1 to Cl+r(k), and is a bounded map. This gives

a, coclr.ain complex; we define the L2 cohomology spaces ¡1n(K) of this

complex, taking the closure of the image of ó instead of just Imô.

Then these cohomology groups Hp(i{) are isomorphic to 11'(M);
the proof requires the further introduction of certain Sobolev spaces of

pforms on M (see [f 1]).

4. The Novikov-Shubin invariants

Though the invariants we'll be mainly concerned with, the Novikov-

Shubin invariants, were indeed first defined by Novikov and Shubin in

[a0] (after being hinted at in [41]), they were more thoroughly discussed

in fza]r, which is the main reference for the following definitions.

Let M be a Riemannian manifold and f a discrete infinite grolrP

whiclr acts freely ot M such that x:: Mll is a compact manifold.

for-ms on M which converge to u in L2, and such that the sequence

{Aou¡} converges \n L2 to an element u (we then define Lrzr':: Y)'
ini. Éáuotev space is dense in Äfr¡(M), so from now on we lefer to the

Laplacian as defined on L2 pforms on M. (For more details, see [1] or

[11] )

The Laplacian ao is a self-adjoint operator) so by the spectral the-

orem for self-a-djoint operators, there are projections Blo) such that

8

I
Ao: I xd.Ey)

J )t o(Ao)

We define the spectrum distrihution function

¡ir(À) t: Tr.Ef).

It can be shown that

ilT, ¡ú,(À) : b,(M),
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the pth L2 Bett\ number of M -

The Novikov-shubin invariants, then, describe the asymptotic be-

havioul of the spectrum distribution function 
^Ir(À) 

as ) approaches 0

fr-om above, as we shall see.

DSpINtrtON. Let ¡ú, ¡ú2 be any two increasing functions on IR' such

that .lú1(À) : 0 : ¡\¡r(À) for À negative. we say that .ly'r and lú2 are

d'ilationally eqrúualent, Nr ! l{2, near' 0 (or near oo) if there exists a

positive constant C such that for some )¡ > 0 (for some À1 ) 0)'

¡\/,(c-'À) r ¡/r()) < ¡/r(c))
for every ) in (0, )s) (for every 

^ 
¡ Àt).

The ¡l-th Nouikou-Shubin inuariant of X', ar(X), is the positive

number such that ¡/r(À) - åo is dilationally equivalent to )oo near 0, if
such a number exists.

The Efrernov-shubin variational principle. There are several

alternative and equivalent definitions of the spectrum distribution func-

tion. One such, in terms of the l-traces of certain projection operatols,

can be found in [13] and [2a].

Let Lf) be the set of all l-invariant subspaces L of Äfr,(1ì4) such

that tr is contained in the domain of A, and

(Aor,ø) < )(ø,c.r)

for all u: € L.

Then ¡/r()) can be written in the following form

¡úr(À) : suP dim¡ l'
tecÎ\

we will generalise this definition shortly for other elliptic operators

on Hilbert spaces. Tlie definition that we will use for calculations,

however-, is different again.

DBnrNrrroN. Let ïr(t)be the function defined for f ) 0 as follows:

7r(t) :: Tr¡ exP(-úAo)

: t exp(-)ú)d¡i,(À)
J o(Lp)

That is, dr(l) is the Laplace transform of the spectlal density function

¡/r(À)
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Then the behaviour of this function ïo(t) as ú approaches infinity is

closely related to that of 1v"()) as ) approaches 0 from above: we have

tlrat óo : lim¿_++oo 0oþ).Further, it can be shown (see [13]) that

¡ú"()) - b, ! )oo for I near 0

iff lp(t) _ -bp L t-oP for f near oo'

In such a case, the pth Novikov-shubin invariant of M \s ar. For

convenience, we'll use the second equation for calculating ao.

Ther.e are cases when the above estimates are not valid; for- exam-

ple, when powers of the logarithm of ú are involved. Then, one can

à"fin" different invariants associated to M, which can be defined on

any manifold (whereas dp may not exist for some manifolds).

Dpr,rNlrroN. For AI, Ne(^) and do(f ) as above, we define invariants

of M as follows [24]:

lim inf¡-.'..,.s
log(^Ç(À) - b,) " log(d r(t) - br)

: llm lfìl¿--¡aoo 
I"g ¿

lim sup¡--¡ao

log )
log(IVe()) - ¿rr)

lim supr-+aoo

log )
log(d,(ú) - b')

log I

These numbers are related, in that a.p > d'p, and that if ao does

exist, then

If ¡u|e(l) - 6, ! ¡'r(logÀ)- for some r¿, these last th.-ee numbers are

also equal. It is not known if they are always equal'

Invariants of d and d*. we can also write the Laplacian as a sum

of ope ing on these operator-s, in the

follow is defined to be dd. j d*d, for

¿/ tlie and d* its formal adjoint' So

we can write ,^ú"(À) as

¡/r()) : bp I Fr()) + Ge()),

wlrere rr(À) and Go()) are the spectrum distribution functions or d*d

and clcl* ràriectively;'this corresponds to the splitting of tr2 pforms into

(12) harmonic pforms and the closures of Im d* and Imd respectively

(which is Hodge theolY).

Qp

dP

4,,

-tap -- 9p: dp: dp
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The formal definition of Fo(À) is

f"()) :: sup{dim¡ L : L e N!},
where ,A( is the set of all closed f-invariant subspaces of .A.e(1ì4)lker d

such that d(L) c ¡r+t(M) and

lld,ll r /'tll'll
for all u € L. This definition corresponds to the Efremov-shubin vari-

ational principle for the Laplacian.

The function Go()) is defined similarly, with d* replacing d in the

above definition, but in fact fl¡'-r(À) : Ge())' (This is because d'

as a map from the closure of Imd* to Imd, is a weak isomorphism.)

So one cìn study Eo(À)-instead of lúo(À)-for different p, and define

'Novikov-Shubìn invariants' in terms of the asymptotics of flo(À); this

is the approach taken in [32].

These last definitions also lead to definitions of Novikov-shubin

invariants of complexes; these are discussed extensively in [2a] and

[32], but will only be mentioned here since they are not necessary for

the calculations we'll be doing.

cornplexes of Hilbert spaces. The Novikov-shubin invariants

of complåxes of Hilbert spaces were also defined in [2a]. The Hilbelt
spaces i"ing considered will in fact have a l-action, so that they'll be

li(t) moaul", u,, defined above. Note that this definition is duplicated

in'[áZ], though the functions -Ç(À, M) are there defined in terms of

the spectral projections of the operatot dldo'

A /'?(f) complex is a complex of 12(f) modules,

M:o-+Mog¡ørg o\'M.-+o

wlrere the maps d,, are closed, densely defined operators which commute

with the f-action (\.e. ct¡ : ^,ldp for all 7 € l) and satisfy d,I,yclp: 0.

We then define functions Fr(À, M) bY

Fr(À, M) :: suP {dim¡ f , f e Sf\}

where ^9f) d"notes the set of all closed l-invariant subspaces of

Mrf ker do such that L C dom(do) f ker do and

lldo,ll < /,tll,ll
for all u e L. Again, this is a genelalisation of the Bfi'ernov-Shubin

variational princiPle.
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Cornbinatorial definition. There is a combinatorial definition of

the Novikov-shubin invariants, in terms of the complex of l2-cochains

on a triangulation of M (lifted from a triangulation of X); it was

shown in [12] that this definition is equivalent to the analytic definition

given aboì". (The proof follows the original proof given in [11], which

i¿as mentioned in section 1.3, that the corresponding definitions of -L2

cohomology are equivalent.)

other related invariants. For spin manifolds M, one can define

a Dirac operator acting on the tr2 spinors of M. Using the spectral

density function of this operator, a von Neumann algebra spectral in-

,roriant associated to the Dirac operator was defined in [sa].

Additional von Neumann spectral invariants are defined in [6]. For

many manifolds, these agree with the Novikov-shubin invariants; but

if there is a spectrai gap (i.e. a gap in the spectrum of the Laplacian)

and the Novikov-Shubin invariant is infinite, they provide additional

information. That is, if )o,e :: inf "(Ar) ) 0, then ïr(t) may be of

older e-tÀo,of þ for- some B; the pth Novikov-Shubin invariant ao will
then be -l-oo, but the invariant Bo defined by carey et al in [6] will be

the supremum of the values that B can take'

In particular, if )s,r : inf "(Lr): 0, then the definitions coincide

and B, - ap

Also defined in [6] is the invariant

þ, : i"r{þ € R : ú-É is o(et^o'o01(ú)) as Í -+ oo},

which coincides with ao when )o,o :0.

5. Known results

The Novikov-shubin invariants, as well as being a new set of invari-

ants of manifolds, are also vital to the study of L2 torsion; if all the

Novikov-Shubin invariants of a manifold are positive, the manifold is

said to have positive decay. In this case, the 12 torsion invariants of

this manifold are defined.

Properties. several important properties of the Novikov-shubin

invariants have been discovered. when defined, they were known to

be differential-topological invaliants; it was proved in l2a] that they

were also homotopy invariants. The proof used techniques fi'om cat-

egory theory and the definition of the Novikov-shubin invariants of
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chain complexes; however, it was flawed in certain assumptions as to

the boundedness of maps. If combined with the results of [12], i.e.

considering the complex of 12 cochains, the proof can be recovered. A

simpler, more straightforward proof is found in [a], which uses standard

topological techniques.

Further, the results of Varopoulous in [52] determine os(M), the

decay of the Laplacian on functions, explicitly for all manifolds. This

is a valuable result, and provides a yardstick for othel calculations, in

that it is a reasonable estimate for the other Novikov-Shubin invariants

o1 M. However-, the calculations for the Laplacian on functions are

undoubtedly the easiest; in a sense, this operator is a scalar differential

operator, wher-eas the Laplacian on for-ms is (at least locally) a matrix of

diffelential operators. So the methods that Varopoulos uses (including

that of isoperimetric estimates) are not readily generalisable to this

mole general case of finding or(M) for p > 0.

Many other results in this area are due to Robinson, and summa-

rized in [45], which discusses in particular heat kernels on Lie Sroups.

An inequality connecting the odd and even Novikov-shubin invari-

ants has been proved by V. Mathai in [33]: for a manifold M of di-

mension n,

rnin{a¡(M),c,x-r(M),. . .} I min{a¡-1( M),a¡4(M)'. . .}

for all k:1,2,...,n; in particular-, min{as(M),"r(M)} 3 or(M) 3
oo(M). This inequality is useful for establishing the positive decay of

manifolds

The abstract definition of Novikov-shubin invariants of Hilbert com-

plexes is generalized in [25], where the concept of "near cohomology"

is formalized. To every Hilbert space in the complex, they associate

a quadric cone depending on a positive parameter ) (the cone lying
irrsid" the Hilbert space and depending on the maps of the complex),

or lather an equivalence class of cones (the equivalence corresponding

to quasi-isometry). with appropriate von Neumann algebras on each

Hilbert space, the spectrum distribution functions Fr()) are then re-

covered as the von Neumann dimensions of the quadric cones' and the

Novikov-Shubin invariants aPpear (again) as the rate of decay of these

functions.

Finally, Novikov-shubin invariants have been placed in a rnore ab-

stract, categorical setting and more naturally linked with torsion and

12 cohomology by Far.ber in [1a]. This approach is promising, in that it
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is possible that spectral sequences and other techniques from algebraic

topology could be used to calculate Novikov-shubin invariants.

specific manifolds. Little or nothing is known about the higher

Novikov-shubin invariants for most manifolds, with the following ex-

ceptions.

It's easiest (as usual) to calculate the Novikov-Shubin invariants

of lR'. Mor-e precisely, we calculate the Novikov-Shubin invariants of

R"/f, for f a lattice in R" (a discrete and cocompact subgroup of

R."); this quotient is homeomorphic to 'll" for any such f ' On lR'",

the Laplacian on functions is just - tt, ft, *here íxi aÌe the usual

coordinates on lR'. By taking Foulier transfôrms and perfolming the

appropriate integrals, it can be shown that as(11"): i'However, the

Laplacian on pforms can also be written -Ðî=, ft l"i"r" IR" can be

thought of as an abelian Lie group), so that the same calculations apply

orrd áo(T'): î: ao(T") for.all p:0,1,... ,n. This was discussed

br.iefly ì" [Za1; it also follows from the Poisson formula fol the heat

kernel.

For hyperbolic 3-space ff, it was noted in [13] that the Ìesults of

[53] implied that

This was proof that the Novikov-Shubin invariants distinguished mani-

folds of tlre same dimension (that "the geometry of M really influences

ao" [13]), since a1([r) I or(R3); it was also the first non-trivial cal-

culation of the Novikov-Shubin invariants.

For the case of odd-dimensional hyperbolic spaces, gpn+t, it was

slrown in [31] that if d[ is a real hyperbolic manifold of dimension

2n I I (i.e. that M : l#n+r /f for some discrete cocompact subgroup

f of Iff"+r), then

\fpln,n!I
ifp:norp:n*1.

For even-climensional hyperbolic spaces' ao is always infinite (see' again,

[31])

Note that the definition of Novikov-shubin invariants given in [sr]
cliffer.s fi-om that in lzal; what is referred to as ar(M) in [sr] is equiv-

a,lent bo 2c.^( AI) in our notation. This also means that certain results
_fi \

1
at: d2: 

2

oo
oo(M): 

{ï
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pÌoved by Lott are only statements about qr, when with a little more

work they could be improved to statements about ao.

Manifolds with abelian fundamental groups are also considered in

[Sf]; here Lott shows that such manifolds have positive, rational qr. If
tlre fundamental group is z, then qo : ù for some positive integer no

for all p; if the fundamental group \s Zt, ther- go: + : q.t.

Some results for locally symmetric spaces, including conditions for'

their Novikov-Shubin invariants to be finite, are also given in [31].

Three-dimensional manifolds, including manifolds with boundaries,

are considered in [32], where it's determined exactly which 3-manifolds

have positive decay; further, all Novikov-Shubin invariants are calcu-

Iated for certain manifolds, including closed seifert manifolds.

some results on the Novikov-shubin invariants for HeisenbeÌg groups

were also pr-oved in [31]; ror M a compact manifold equal to a quotient

of tlre (2n t 1)-dimensional Heisenberg group, ¡12n*r, Lott gave the

following estimates:

ifp*n,,n,!I
\fp--norp:n*7.

The method used was to show that a certain subspace of ,L2 pforms
was in fact an eigenspace for the Laplacian, and the corresponding

eigenvalue was given. As we'll see, this eigenvalue is vital for determin-

ing exactly the Novikov-shubin invariants of the Heisenberg groups.

It was noted in [31] that the results of [52] imply equality in_the

above formulae for p - 6 and.2n * 1; Lott also showed that a1(Il3) :
7 : az(l{3) : las(Ht), by explicitly calculating all eigenvalues of the

Laplacian on 1--forms in certain rePresentations. In this thesis, we'll

extend and generalise his method.

ar(Arl) <
n*1
n*l

2



CHAPTER 2

Representations of the Heisenberg group

Turning the question around' one saw at once that this
path of an electron in a cloud chamber was not an infin-
itely thin line with well-defined positions and velocities;

actually, the path in the cloud chamber was a sequence of

points which were not well-defined by the water droplets,

and the velocities were not too well-defined either.

Werner Heisenberg, Physics an'd Beyond

As its name suggests, the Heisenberg group is connected with the

Heisenberg commutation relations of quantum mechanics:

lP¡'qol:2nh6 jn'

where p¡ is a momentum operator and qr. a position operator'. The

mathematically interesting objects in this picture are the commutation

relations themselves, i.e. the associated Lie algebras and theil repre-

sentations, which in this thesis will be focussed on rather than the Lie

groups.

In this chapter', we'll also consider the structure of the space of all L2

functions on the Heisenberg group, decomposing this Hilbelt space into

a direct integral of representation spaces of irreducible representations'

1. The Heisenberg group and algebra

Introduction.

DpnlNtttoN. Recall that the Heisenberg group, denoted hereafter

hy I{z-+t (or by Fr when the dimension is unambigous) is a connected

u.rrd ,imply connected nilpotent Lie group and thus can be defined by

specifying its Lie algebra. This (real) Lie algebra (denoted by þ or

l)rn+r) has basis {Xr,. '. ,Xn,Ytr- -. ,Y.,W} and non-zero commuta-

tion relations

IX¿,Y): W'

16
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We can identify an element of þ, Ði=r@¡X¡ + y¡Y¡) * wW, wtth

the (rz * 1) x (n + 1) matrix

m(*,yrw):-

where r and y are considered as row vectors,, and yT is the transpose of

y. It canbe vlrified that [m(r, U,u),*(*',A',-')f : rn(O, 0,t'y'-r''y)'

The exponential map from bzn+t to ¡12n*r, which is a diffeomor'-

phism.ince f/ is a nilpotent Lie group [7], can be identified with the

exponential maP on matrices:

exp(rn(r, y,w)) :

wlrere I, is the n x n identity tnatrix.

Now with the usual rnultiplication of matlices,

exp nz(r, y, ú). exp *(*',A',t') : expm(x+r',y*A',t#'*l(x'y'-'''y))'

Tlrat is, ¡12n*r is the Lie group with underlying manifold IR2"*1 and

group law (2, a,t).(r',y',t') : (r * r',a I U',t + t' + I@ 'a' - r' 'y))'

other interpretations of the Heisenberg 8roup. The Heisen-

berg group is described above abstractly as a Lie group, and also as a

"orriirrrrorß 
group of matrices, but there are other ways to view it'

For example, it can be thought of as the boundary of a complex

domain. Let Dn¡1be the Siegel domain in C"+r,

Dn¡1 '.-- {((,') € C"+1 : S(r) > l(l'}'
Then Hzn+L can be identifed with the boundary of this domain [16].

Alternatively, one can consider a Heisenberg manifold X : H ll
(for f a discrete, cocompact subgroup of 11). This has the stlucture of

a torus bundle over a torus [42].

These different roles of the Heisenbelg group are a souÌce of further

applications, but they will not be explored in this thesis.

IJniversal enveloping algebra. Given any Lie algebÌa g, we can

form an algebra z(g), known as the uniuet-sal enueloping algebra of g,

in the following way. (This description is taken from [7]')
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X,Y e g.

That is, u(g) is an associative algebra with unit, which includes

g as a vector. subspace - indeed, it is generated by g as an algebra,

and for any elements X, Y e g, the following identity holds in u(g):

Xy _yX:lx,yl.

Left invariant vector fields. Each element of this Lie algebra can

be identified with an element of the tangent space to H at the identity;

left translation of this element then gives a left-invariant vector field

on fI. The left-invariant vector field corresponding to X¡ will also be

clenoted X¡, and so on. We then choose a metric such that this basis

is orthonorrnal - thus, this metric is also left-invariant'

flaar measure. For any locally compact topological group G, a

left-invariant measure on G is a regular Borel measure ¿l on G such

that:

(i) p,(r4) : LI(E) for every measurable set E;

(ii) 0 < p(C) < oo for every compact set C;
(iii) É¿(c) ) 0 for-eveÌy compact set c whose interior is not empty.

We say pr is a r.ight-invariant measure if (ii) and (iii) hold, and instead

of (i) the condition p(E*) : p(E) for every measurable set E holds.

Then on any locally compact topological group G, there exists a

left-invariant and a right-invariant measure. Further, the left-invariant

measure is unique up to scalar multiples; this measure is called a left

Haar measure.

A group G is called unimodular if the left Haar measure on G
is also right-invariant, i.e. if the left and right Haar measules on G
coincicle. For example, ever-y nilpotent Lie group is unirnodular'; the

Haar measure here is obtained from Lebesgue measule on g' the Lie

algebr-a of G, via the exponential map.
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With respect to the left Haar measure, we can define an integral;

this integral is then left-invariant, i.e. it satisfies

I I@ù¿,: [ ¡ç,¡a*Jc Jc

fol every integrable function / and every a € G.

This definition of Haar measure is taken from [19].

2. Representations of the Heisenberg group

In general, a representation of a group G is a homomorphism from

G to th" group of one-to-one mappings of a set X to itself (see [29]).

It is more usual to study finite-dimensional representations, that is
h.omomorphisms of a group G to GL(V ), the gÌoup of invertible linear

transformations of some vector- space V (see fol example [f A])'

Horvever-, we'll be looking at unitary representations, which are dif-

felent again. A unitary representation n- of a group G is a homomor-

phism from G to the unitary operators on some complex Hilbert space

'Jí: r : G -+ U(11) is a homorphism (see' again' [29]). If two or more

representations are being discussed, we write 'Jln for the Hilbert space

'Jl on which n acts. we'll assume throughout that the Hilbert spaces

discussed are separable, which makes several definitions easier to state

(though most are still valid for non-separable Hilbert spaces)'

We define several representations (more accurately, families of rep-

resentations) of the Heisenberg Sroup) beginning with characters.

DnpINltION. For arry a,)ö in IR', we define the representation oo,6

wlrich takes an element (p,q,t) o¡ ¡12n*r ¡o 
"i(a'p*b'q). 

This represen-

tation is in fact a character (that is, its representation space is c:
oo¡: H -+ {/(A)).

More complicated is the schrödinger representation with parameter

k e R -{0}, dLnotecl 5y pr.This unitary representation acts on tr2(R."):

for any function .f e tr2(R.") and any o € R', we define

pt"(p, q,¿)/(") - eik(t+q'r+1rtz)n't) .¡þ + p)'

(See p47 of [7]; k here is equal to À12n.)

AII characters are irreducible representations; it is also true that p¿

is an irreducible representation (for a proof see [16]).
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When restricted to the center Z of H, the character oo,6 is the

identity, and the unitary operator p*(0,0,ú) is just multiplication by

eißr. (To some extent, this is unsurprising since elements of the centre,

by definition, must commute with all other elements of the group.) This

can be used to prove that if k + k', then pr and p¡' are not unitarily
equivalent; that is, there is no invertible isomefty A on .[2(lR") such

tliat Ap¡"(p,e,t) -- pt",(p,,q,t)A for all (p,q,t) ç ¡72n*t '

In fact, the Stone-von Neumann theorem (see [f0] or [27]) states

that, up to unitary equivalence, p¡ is the only unitary representation

wlrich consists of multiplication Lty 
"or' 

when restricted to the centre.

Fr.om this the following proposition can be proved (see for example

[16])

PROpOSI.ilON 2. !. Euery irreducible representation of H2"+r is uni-

tarily equiualent to one and only one of the following representations:

(n) pr (k e R. - {0},), actins on ,12(R'");

(lt) o"o(p,q,t): ei("p*bq) (a,b e Rn), actirt'g on C.

Latel in this chapter, we will define a representation B¿ which is uni-

tarily equivalent to p¡ (and thus, in particular, the two represenlations

agree on the centre of 11).

Regular representations. Two reducible (in general) represen-

tations of any group, which will feature to some extent in this thesis,

ale its left and right regular representations.

DAplNt1'lON. For any group G, the left regular representation of G,

wlriclr we'll denot e rL) acts on L2(G) as follows:

(" 
"G) Ðþ) : Øn f)(h) : f (s-t h)

1o,.- f e L2(G),g,h e G. Since lTL(g). : nr(g-r): n"(g)-t, lhis
is a unitary representation, but in general it is not irreducible. The

right regula,r" representation, here denoted np, is also a replesentation

on L2(G):

(" n(g)Í)(h) : (,?,/)( h) : f (hs)

for / € Lr(G),g,h € G. (For more on regular lepresentations, see [9]

or [1e].)

Representations of Lr(G). If zr is a unitary r-epresentation of any

group G on a Hilbert space '11n, then there is an induced replesentation
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of Lr(G) ot'Jlr. That is, take any element f in Lt(G): then

n(/) :: [ ¡ç*¡nç*¡o*.
Jc

That is, for any u,u Q11n,

ftU)u,ù : I f@)þr(r)u,u) d,r.
JG

The operator zr.(/) is known as the group Fourier transform of / (see

[e] or [16]).

3. The abstract Plancherel theorem

In this section, we discuss the decomposition of the space of square

integrable functions on H, L'(H), into a direct integral of Hilbert

.pu*., as specified by the abstract Plancherel theorem. The concept

of direct integral is a generalisation of the concept of direct sum' as

we will see. This material does depend on the first chapter to some

extent, since von Neumann algebr-as are discussed. Fol more on dir-ect

integrals, see [9], [17] or [39].

Dor,rNlrrON. We define, in stages, the direct integral of Hilbert

spaces.

(i) Let (Z,p) be a measure space. Ã field of Hilltert spacesover Z is
a family {'lle}er, of non-zero separable Hilbert spaces indexed

by Z.Wà dLnote the inner product and norm or_'l11by (''')e
and ll. ll1 respectivelY.

Ã uector field x on Z is an element of fIçç7'llç' i'e' a map r
on Z suclt that r(0 €11ç fot all ( e Z.

(ii) A ,measurable field of Hilbert spaces over z is a field of Hilbert
spaces {?la} together with a countable set of vector fields {er}Ër
on Z such that

(a) the functions ftom Z to R', ( r+ ("¡(O' 
"*(())e ' are p-

measurable fol all j, k, and

(b) the linear span of {"r(fl}Ët is dense \n'11ç for all ('
If {11c},{e¡} is a measurable field of Hilbert spaces, a Tnea-

surable uector fieLd on Z is a vector field r on A such that the

function ( *+ (r(O, tr(())c on Z is p-measurable for all j'
(iii) A square integrable uectot' fi,eld r ot z is a, measurable vectol

field ¿ on Z such that
f

ll"ll': / ll,(Oll| dp\) ( oo.
Jz
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The space of all square integrable vector fields is denoted

Ïf Uraprc); it is a Hilbert space, with inner product

(f ,g): [ <¡rc¡,g(o)c dp(o,
Jz

and is called the direct integral of the Hilbert spaces {'lle}ert'

There are two special cases which may serve to illuminate this con-

cept:

o If Z is a discreteand finiteset, then'J7= Øeez'\lr, and the direct

integral becomes a direct sum.

o If all the Hilbert spaces '111 are isomorphic to some constant

Hilbert space '11s, then

.y : [* ,r,4 G)

= 
trirr, 

tt;'xo)
.1 Lr(2., p,) ø,Ìlo

{, , t -+'Jto, lr."lrt )llh"¿t"G). -}

operators and other objects under direct integrals. we

bliefly discuss when "objects associated with fI" can be decomposed

into ,,the clirect integr-al of objects associated with each 11(o'. Apolo-

gies for the repetition of definitions and symbols; these concepts are

necessary and not easily summarized.

c Operators. A field of operators ovet Z is an element T of

IIçç78('11ç); we say T is a rneasurable field of operators if ( r+

f (e lftCl is a measurable vector field whenever / is a measurable

vector field. If ? is also essentially bounded, that is, if

ll?11"": esssup(€rllT(0ll ( oo,

then ? is a bounded operator on 11 and we can write T :

Ïi f fe¡ dp(O; we say ? is decomposable.

. -17o, 
Neumann algebras. A field of von Neumann algebras over

Z is a collection {A(O}ert, where for each ( e Z, A(O is a von

Neumann algebra on'11ç. This field is said to be measurable if
there is a sequence fi ,72,. .. of measurable fields of operators

over z such that for each ( \n z, A(0 is the von Neumann

algebra generated by the operatols 4(O' i : I,' ' ' ' The set of
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all decomposable operators T such that f (() € A(() for all e e Z
is a von Neumann algebra A on H, denoted Av Ê (Òap!).

o Traces. A field of traces over z is a collection of traces rç on the

positive elements of A(O fol all e e Z,where A: ÏP 4Ò ¿p(o
We say this field is measurable if, for all measurable fields of
opelators ( + 

"(0 
with ?(() a positive operator (in A(0+) for

all ( e Z, the function ( *+ rç(?(0) it p¿-measurable. Por any

decomposable operator ?, we set

r(r):: [ ,r(rfC¡ldp(O;
Jz

then r is a trace on the positive elements of A, and is denoted

uv ff,cdp(Ç).
. Urltlory representations. If n'g is a unitary representation of G

on77ç fol all ( in z, such that ( *+ zra(r) is a measurable field of
operatols for all r e G (note that ll"ll : 1 since zr is unitary' so

that zr is already bounded), then we can form the direct integral

¡@

"þ): J" 
rc(') dp(O,

which is a unitary representation of G on 11: If He dp\)-

Before stating an essential theorem, the abstract Plancherel theo-

Ìem, we lecall the following definitions.

DpprnrrroN. Recall that a topological space is said to be separable

if it has a countable dense subset.

A group G is said to be of type Iif for all representations t o1 G,

the weak closure of the algebra generated by the operators zr(G) is a
factol of type I (that is, either of type I' for some n or of type 1-)'

For G a unimodular Lie (i.e. topological) group' let Cff(G) be the

algebra of smooth, compactly supported functions on G (with cgnYo-

l.,iion the product); note that Cff(G) is a subset of Il(G) À L2(G)'

Tlren for any function f e cî(G), "r(/) is an operator on l2(G) wittr
action (""/)(") : (tr+/), fol any u € L'?(G). Further, ""(f) is in Vc,

arrd in fact zr6(Co-(G)) is dense i"Vc l2].

Define a tlace ú on zrp(Cff(G)) ¡V

t : np(f) *+ /(t);
tlris tlace extend.s to a trace on Vc. In particular, all elements of

n^(Lt(G) n L'(G) are trace class.
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In a similaÌ way, we can define a trace (also denoted by t) on U6,

such that t(""U)): f k).
These definitions and discussion are taken from [2].

Let Jl be Lt (G)n L'(G) and J2 be the set of finite linear combina-

tions of elements of the form / * g, for f,g eZ1. (Note the similarities

to Hilbert-schmidt and nuclear or trace-class operators.)

Then we have the following theorem, which was first proved in [36],

[a8]; its formulation below is taken from [9] and [17].

THponsN4 2.2. Let G be a type I, unimodular, sepaTable, locally

compact group. Then there erists a measurable fi,eld of irreducible rep-

resentations lrq ouer G sud. that rç belongs to the equiualence class (.
we identify rç uith Ç, antl write'11ç for the Hilbert space wh,ich rç acts

or¿. Let tç be the traceT 81 *+ T.c(?") (the Hilbert-schn¿idt trace) on

th.e Ttositiue o1terators in B(71ç) Ø C.

Let 17 and rp be the left and right regular representatiotzs or G,

and, lettl at¿dV be tlte uon Neumann algebras on L2(G) generated by

""(G) 
and rp(G). Lett be th'e trace onU+ defined as aboue'

Then there eústs a positiue rneo.sure ¡t on G and an isornorphism

W from L'(G) tu ISQlcØ1aò¿pG) such that:

(i) lM transforms r¡ into "Éte ø \dp!), r¡¡ into Æ(t ø Od'p\),
tt into 13 @@) s a) dp(() , V into 

"ËtC Ø B(7.ò) dp(O, and

t into [3 ,, ¿pg.
0) If h e i2 and r € G, then we haue the Fourier inuersion formula

for G:

(3) h(r) : / *lCi"lC Ø)) ¿r,G).
JG

[n particular, if u € Lt (G) ø L'(G): J', we l¿aue

l.t"t,ll'd", 
:,f, t ,r,",((,).) dp(o,

the PLanch,erel formula for G

The measure ¡-r is known as the Plancherel measule of G (associated

with tl're I{aar measure of G).
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The Plancherel theorem for the Heisenberg group. For G :
¡12n*r, the Plancherel meas:ure LL is ze¡o except on representations pt,
where p¡ is the schrödinger representation of É1 with parameter k (for

k e R.). Recall that this representation is irreducible, that it acts on

¿2(R"), and that on the (l-dimensional) centet Z of f/ it satisfies

p¡,(exP(tW)) : 
"t*t 

Id,

rvhere t € R (so that tW e¿, the centreof þ, and exp(tW) € Z).

Ftrrther, on replesentations p¡, the Plancherel measure satisfies

dp(po) : ltrl"dlc, so that as 71oo = ¿2(R"), we have

¡O
L'z @ ) = JR 

L2 (R2\lkl dk .

This ìs because the tensor product ¿t(R") s ¿'([RÐ is isomorphic to

tr'(R'"); it is also, by definition, equal to HS(L2(R")), the space of

all Hilbert-schmidt operators on -Ú2(R.') (see [Zr] for more on this last

interpretation).

But we do not yet know how a function f in Lz(H) splits under

this direct integral. This is given by the Fourier Inversion Folmula for

F1, (3):

f
f (*): I t (p^U)pr(x))lkl dk.

Jn

From the above definition, we have that p¿(/) is a bounded lineaÌ

operator on ,L2(R') defined by

fp*(f): I I@)pr("-r)d*.
Ju

If r: (a,b,u), using the exponential coor-dinates defined in 2.1, it
can be shown that

tr(pr(f )p*(c, ó, tr.')) : lkl-"fsf (a,b,k)e-2"ik-

wher.e jtr¡ is the Fourier transform in the last variable (see [16])

so to find how an operator splits in this direct integral, we also

colsider its Fourier transform; this will be further discussed in section

2.5.
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4. C* vectors
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If n is a unitary representation of a Lie group G acting on'11n,

we can define CÈ vectors and then C- vectors with respect to n as

follows. (These c- vectors were first defined by Gårding in [20], but

the discussion below is largely taken from [7].)

We say u is a Ck vector,, e'l4f),if u €'Jln ar.d f,.@): r(z)u is

a Cfr frrnciion on G; u is called a C* vector if u is a Ck vector for all

k,u€.ti=oHf)::'117.

If / is any c- function on G, then for any X € g (where g is the Lie

algebr:a of G), there is an action of X on / given by the colresponding

left-invariant vector field:

(x ¡)(r)': l53ú [/(r exP tX) - f (")]

This leads to another characterisation of ?lf)- Let {X1 ,"',Xn}
be a basis for g. Then an element ( of 'J7* is also in Uf) in *'f c :
*7'...Xi"f, exists and is continuous for all multi-indices a € N',
o : (o, ,...,an), which satisfy lol < k-

The above definition also induces a representation of u(g), the uni-

versal enveloping algebra of g, on ?/f , which we also denote by n. It
is defined by linearity and the formula

r(X')u
: r(xr)'' ...r(xn)'"u
: (*" r")k).

In particular, if X eg and u €'llf ,then
n(X)u: 

l53ú-1[zr(exp 
tX)u - u].

This representation is skew-symmetric, i.e. the adjoint of zr(X) is

-n(X), since the original representation n was unitary. (That is, for'

any ú € R,X € l1,u,u €11T, we have:

(r, r) : (Ro("*P tX)u,P*(exP tx)u)

+ 0 : (*rpr(""ptX)u,pr(exptx)u)

* (p¡(exp t X)u, h p *G*p t X)u)

+ 0 : (no(X¡u,r) -(r,pn(X)u)
So p¿(X). : -pr(X).)
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Note that the C- vectors are G-invariant; that is, if u € 'li¿f) and

y € G,then r(y)u €Hf).

Also, for any A € ,(g), t e '11i, and I € G, we have Ã.f¿(g) :
r(s)r(A)(.

The original definition was in terms of left-invariant vector fields

and thus of the left action of g on G; we can instead use right actions

in the definitions. For example, let x € g act on a ck function / in

the following way:

@nÐ(t) : li13'-'[/((exP 
úX)r) - /(")]

ancl continue as above; this in fact gives the same representation zr of

"(g).
By its definition, the left-invariant vector field Í acting on functions

in c-(G) a L2(G) is equal to 7f'Ê(x), where nn is tle representation

of "(gj derived'from the right regular representation of G on L'(G).
Thu,i-ís, z16 is a faithful representation of u(g), with image u¿(g), the

algebla of left-invariant differential operators on G. Similarly, the light-
iniariant vector- field Xn is canonically equal to n/r). The reversal

of left and right here stems from the fact that vc : u'6, as noted in

section 1.2.

EXnUpt p 1. For- example, consider the Schrödi¡ger representation

p* of II, as pleviously defined. From this representation, we obtain

u.."pr"."rrtation of þ on the c- vectors in tr2(R") (which, for this

repråsentation, are exactly the Schwartz functions on R', S(R")) given

by:

pr6¡)f @') : ffi@'), Px(Y¡)f þ') : ikr'¡f (''),

p*(W)f (r') : ik.f (r').

Note that lpu(X¡), p*(Y¡)) : ik : p*(W).

5. The Fock-Bargmann representation

There is an altelnative representation B¿ of the l{eisenberg grouP

wlriclr is unitarily equivalent to pkt but which acts on a Fock space

instead of tr2(R"). This replesentation and ibs conjugate (which differ-

slightly fr,om iheir standard definition in [3] or [16]) are the subject of

tl'ris section.
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Tlre Fock space in question shall be denoted Ff and defined to be

(for k positive)

Tk : {F: Fis entire on C 
^ro |*lF(z)l2e-kl"l'la 

d,z < +oo}

for lzl2 : Ði:rz¡2¡. Th\s Fock space is a Hilbert space with inner

product U,ù : I fØ14"-klzl2 la ¿".

Tlrere is an inver-tible isometry B¡ from l2(R.") to T!, called the

Bargmann transform. It is defined by

(Bxï)(z): lg) "/n 2-*/' I f @)"k'*-trt"'*-f,x' " ¿*
\"/ - 

Jm.

for .f € ¿2(R."), z € C. (This Bargmann transform differs fi'om the

usual definition found in [3] or [r0]. The constant factor looks some-

what arbitrary, but ensures that this transform is indeed an isometry.)

This leads to a representation 0* of Ë1, called the Fock-BargTnann

representation w\th parameter k, defined by

0*(P, q, u) : B*P'(P, q,t) B;t ;

calculations give that

ùo(p, q,tu)F(z) - ";*--f,*1"+ø")-!x"'1n-;ù 
pç' + p + iq)'

This representation, when restricted to the centLe, is also a character

mapping tr.' to exp(iktr), and so must be unitarily equivalent to the

Schrödinger representation with parameter fr. Indeed' the Balgmann
transform B¿ is the intertwining operator between p¡ and B¡-

From the Fock-Bargmann representation, we obtain (as in section

2.4) a representation of u(þ), the universal enveloping algebra of f;, on

the c- vectors of r!. Again, this representation is defined to be linear
and multiplicative, and is given by its action on the basis vectors of þ:

0*é¡) -|', r ô','

*t,, * i0",,

ik.

0u(Y¡)

þ*\ry)

Note that u(þ) is an algebra over. c by definition; we clefine ele-

rnents Z¡ :: L¡r(xi - iY'¡),2¡ :: fr(Xi + iYi) of u(f¡). The[ in the
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lepresentation B¡, we have

0*Ø¡) - Jlô,¡, þt(z¡): -irr,
so that l0r(Z¡), þo(Z¡)l - -k : iPk(W).

A basis for the Fock space. We define the functions

/ k \.12 / k\l'llz zo
,,(k) ,: \^ ) (z/ ã

for a € N" a multi-index; then {r,(k) , lol 2 0} is a complete or-

thonormal basis for fi.
Each function in this basis ,,(k) is then equal to B¡,lt'.(k), the

Bar-gmann transform of a (modified) Hermite function h,.(k) with index

o; Ãcall that the Hermite functions form an orthonormal basis for

¿'(R").

Tlre function ue(k) is in the kernel of B¡Q¡) lot j :1, "',rz' and

so is a vacuum vector for this representation. All other vectors ,"(k)
c.a,n be obtained from us(k) by repeated application of the operators

0*Ø¡) for suitable 7'

This motivates the definition of creation and annihilation operators

ãi,ã¡'

DBr,rN'roN. Let ã,¡ be the operator ik-rl2þn(Z¡), and ãi the op-

erator ¿k-t/2þ*(Z¡). Then lãj,ãü): Id; we call ã'¡ an annihiliation

operator, and øj a creation operator.

NorB. Though perfectly valid creation and annihilation operators,,

these will not be used hereafter; other creation and annihilation oper-

ators will be defined later in this chapter, and denoted l:y a¡ and ai.

Fock spaces in Quantum mechanics. we bliefly digless to dis-

cuss why this definition of Fock space is equivalent to the usual defini-

tion from quantum mechanics.

suppose we wish to represent mathematically a system of ir bosonic

particles, each of which can be in one of n states'

We first choose our state space' then, to be (0).' Let {e;}i be

the standard co-or-clinate functions on C" (that is, e¡ '. V -+ C, z t+
zr). Then a system consisting of one particle in the jth state will be

lepresented by er.
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To represent a system consisting of a palticle in the ith state and

a particle in the jth state, we use not e; @ e¡ or ei Ø ei1 but ratheÌ

TGnø e¡ * e¡ I e;), since the order (for example, of creation) is not

important.

For a more compact notation in general, we define the symmetrizer

,S:

1

S(rr 8 "'8 up) D '",t, I "'I uo(p)
p!

oeSp

fol any Ltrt¡. . .,urin (0).; for example, S(e¿8e¡) : å("nø e¡*e¡8e¿)'

Tlren the tensor Eo :: ,ÆtGi' Ø ei' A "'I eff') represents a

system with o1 particles in state 1, a2 in state 2, and so on' up to an

in state n. The representation space is thus s((Cn).), the symmetric

algebra of (cl).. choose an inner product on this space such that

{8.}oez^ is an orthonormal basis for S((e).).

Define amapping Õ from S((43).) to ffto be linear and to map

I7o t,o u.(k); then Q is an isometry between these two differently defined

Fock spaces.

The conjugate representation. The conjugate representat\on B¡"

on Fp is nutrirfiy isomorphic to the representatiot g-* defined on f;k ,

where F;k :: {Fl-F o c e F!},, for c(z) - 2. That is,

f;* : {FlF is defined and anti-holomorphic on all of Cl, and

f
I lrØ12"-klzl2 /a dz < +æ\.
Jø

This is sincethe linearfunctional fe:q + (ry,tr) (foL F e lf) can

be canonically identified with the function F in the anti-Fock space

f;u. That is, for the above basis uo(k) of F!, a1v F € F: can be

*ilitt".r as t, b,u.(k), such that the sequence {ó.} \s \n l2(2"); then

/p is iclentifieá with l"b,u"(k), and Àfr:.f.rr is identified with ÀF"

We wlite É* (rather than B-¡) below.

The representation B¡ is given bY

þu(p, q, w) F(z) - "-;*--f,*@' 
+ø')-l*z'(n+;e) p 

ç¿ + p - iq)'
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This gives a representation of u(þ) as follows:

0r(z¡) : -f:*r,.fi'"""
þr(z¡) : '[20,,,
7o(W) : -ik'

We will shortly define creation and annihilation operators connected

to this repr-esentation, and a basis fot f;k.

Links with the Fourier transform. Recall that the Plancherel

theor-em for the Heisenberg group implies that, for a large class of
functions f on H, we have

f (*,a,-): [ ,rf @,y,k)eik- dlc.
Jm

Tlris suggests that the action of vector' fields on H can be tlansferred
to an action on,L2(R2") using this Fourier transform; this approach

is taken in [Sf]. _We show that tlie action thus obtained is equivalent

to that of B¡ or B¿, depending on whether the left or right action was

originally considered.

Let X¡r, be the left-invaliant vector field obtained by left translation

of X¡, an element of þ. Similarly we define Y¡r andIMT,fot i : I, - . . )n.
Tlren in the co-ordinates Jj, Uj,w ort H,we can write

X¡r: fl,t-f,rrr-,
Y¡" : or,+f,*¡o-,
lVr : A-'

Complexifying, we define the complex vector fields Z¡r, Z¡r bY Z¡¡ ::
f;(Xir, - iY¡r), Z¡¡ '.: fr(Xi" ¡ iY¡r); then for co-ordinates Z¡ :
r¡ I iAi,2j::xj - iYi, we have

zj" : Jl@", - f,iz¡0-), anð. z¡r.: t/z(7r, + f,iz¡0-).

But these are also differential operators on L2(H), so they will also

clecompose under.the clirect integral. To frnd theil action on -L2(lR2'),

which we iclentify with tr2(c"), we take the Fouliel transform in the

last variable of these operators (which transforms 0- to multiplication
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by -ik) to get

z¡r(k) :
z¡r(k) :

t/i@", - I
Jlça,, + I

k"¡

lr"¡

However, on functions of the type f (z)e-klzl2la such that / is an

anti-holomorphic function with domain all of 0, we have

ZiL@)f G)"-klzl2 
/+ : -ftkzt ¡(z)e-kl"l' ln,

z.jL&)f G)"-klzt2 
l+ : ,/lpr, f çz))e-*l"t'zl+.

So we can identify Z¡r(k), for example' with the operato, 1x(Z¡) acting

on tlre C- vectors f of f;k.
Similally for right-invariant vector frelds Z¡n(k); when acting on

ftrnctions of the type g(z)e-klzl2lt',g an entire function on C', we have

z¡n(k)g(z)"-klzl2 la : Jlça",gç"¡)e-kl"l2 la,

z¡nft)sQ)"-klzl2 la : - frkz¡g(z)e-kl"l2 
la 

,

so that z¡n(k) can be identified with the operator p*Qt¡ acting on the

C- vectors g of F!.

So we can reinterpret the Plancherel theorem for H in the following
form:

¡O
(4) ¡21¡72"+t) = /_ rI ø r;klkl dk.

Corresponding to the operators Z¡r(k) is a basis ,þ8,"(k) of L2(U),
a generalization of the basis for .L2(c) defined in [31]. For multi-indices

B, a in Z\, we define

,þ 8,,&) :: (ik- | t 2 
¡tot ffi tu,(tt) e- kt"t' t +¡.

This basis is orthonormal (in palt since r,(k) is olthonormal in the Fock

space F[). There is then an isometry Ü from L'(e) to F!Ø F;^,
which is linear ancl which takes ry'B,"(k) to u.(k)8t"(k). This isometry

ü talies the action of Z¡t (k) to Id I /r(Zt¡ and the action of Z¡n(k)
to B¡Q¡) 8Id and so on, as previously noted'
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More on the conjugate representation. In this thesis, we are

considering a left-invariant metric and left-invariant vector fields. Since

the left-invariant operators correspond to Id8,6t as above, we will work

with the conjugate Fock-Bargmann representation. The right-invariant
metric could equally well have been chosen, in which case the relevant

representation would have been the Fock-Bargmann lepresentation.

We thus make the following definitions, which we will use through-

out the remaining chaPters.

Dp¡'tNIrtoN. Let c¡ be the operator ¡t -tl'0*(Z¡) and øi the oper-

ator ilc-rl2þr(Z¡).Then fa¡,aj): Id. We call a] a creation operator

and n¡ an annihilation operator.

For B € N' a multi-index, define the function

,þp(k)': (#)"'' r-or'o'(r)t"'' #
Then the set {rþB(tr): B e N"} forms a completeorthonormal basis for

F;r.
Let Z¡(k) denote the operat", B¡(Z¡); likewise z¡(k) shall denote

0^Ø¡).
Norp. In comparison with previous definitions, we have that

,þB@) : rþB,o(k)eklzl2l+ - ?qwt "".

In calculations to come, we'll need to know the action of certain

oper-ators on this basis. In particular:

"j'Þo&) 
: þ¡ * Irlto+.¡(k),

"¡úp(k) 
: t/ Pt rþo-",(t ),

Z j(k)rþp(k) : -i k(þ¡ + r) rþB+",(k),

Zj(k)?þp(k) : -zJnqço-",(k).



CHAPTER 3

The Laplacian and some commuting operators

Both mathematics and humor are combinatorial, taking
apart and putting together ideas for the fun of it - jux-
taposing, generalizing, iterating, reversing (AIXBLSYD)
... Mathematicians, it may be noted, have a characteris-
tic sense of humor which may be a result of their training.

John Allen Paulos, Innumeracy

In this chapter, we begin to explicitly analyse the action of the

Laplacian.

Thloughout this chapter, p and rz will be fixed; the representation
p¡ will also l¡e fixed, and thus the parameter k will be fixed. That is,

we consid.er one fixed operator 40,,, and its image in the representation

B¡, the operator Le,.(k).

It should be explained that, for this chapter and the next, we modify

slightly the commutation relations on the Heisenberg algebra, replacing

them by

lXt,Y¡l: 6¡¡cW,

for some real, non-zero constant c. But in effect we'r'e only rescalingW
(and also the inner product on þ and thus the metric on H, naturally),
since in the conjugate Fock-Bargmann representation, we'll still have

lx¡(k),Y¡(k)l: -itc lz¡(k), z-j(k)l -- kor

However, this rescaling does affect the form of d and d*, as we see

below.

The constant c is somewhat analogous to Planck's constant; it is

also useful as a check on calculations, in that the power to which it
occlrrs should be consistent.

34
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1. An explicit formula for the Laplacian

For d : LþrH 8 C -+ L!ó'H 8 C the (complexified) exterior deriv-

ative on L2 y-forms anð. d,* : ltþr{ I C -+ L!6; H I C its adjoint, the

Laplacian on pfolms is defined to be

L,: dd* + d.d : lrþ,,H I C -+ Äf,f1 ø C.

(since the Laplacian is a positive, self-adjoint operator, we can com-

plexify the space on which it acts without fear of changing its spec-

trum.) The Laplacian on pforms will also be denoted by Ao or A.p,n,

when the degree of the forms and/or the dimension of the group that
the Laplacian is acting on is important. It will be assumed throughout
that the Laplacian always acts on .t2 forms - or more accurately, on

Sobolev spaces of forms, as discussed in section 1.4.

We begin by calculating explicitly the form of d and d* acting on

¡l-forms.

Lnvlrun 3.1. The actions of d and d* on p-forrns on H2n*r are

giuen by

d leþi)z¡ + e(ri)z¡ I e(r*)W - irDeçri¡e(ri)t(W)
n

j=l

n

j=l

(I \,çzSz, + i(zi)zj - i(w)w + icf e(r-)i(z¡)i(z¡)
n n

j=lj=l

wh,ere e(r) denotes erterior multiplication by th.e l-form r and i(v)
denotes contraction by the uector field It.

The proof of this lemma uses the Leibnitz rule (giving the first few

terms in the above formula lor d, which are the same as those for d on

functions) and the fact that for any l-form 4 and vector fields x,Y ,

d,t(X,Y): XnV) -Y'tØ) - tl2q(lx,Yl)'

The action for d on 2-forms is unremarkable since the Heisenbelg gloup

is a 2-step nilpotent grouP.

using these for-mulae for d and d*, we can explicitly calculate the

form of ao (again in terms of e(*) and i(x)'s). (The details of this

calculation are given in Appendix A.) The Laplacian on ¡>forms on the

Ileisenberg group ¡12n-tr is given by:
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A :dd+d*d
_ _14/2+

IL

D (-rttz¡ t ici(z¡)e(ri)w + ice(ri)i(z¡)w
j=l

*ice(r-)i(Z ) Z ¡ - ice(r-)i(Z ) Z¡

- i ce(ri )i(w ) z ¡ + t ce(ri )t(w ) z¡
n

tc2 t e(rr)e(ri)i(zùi(zk)
k=t,k*j

+ c2 e(ri )t ( z ¡) e(ri )t (z¡)i (w ) e(r- )

(5) +c'zt(2,)elri¡tçz¡¡"1ri¡"çr-¡tçW¡)

wlrere Z¡ is theleft-invariant vector field written Z¡r in section 2. (This

formula is derived in Appendix A.)

Decomposition of L2 p-forms. Corresponding to the decompo-

sition (a) of Lr(H), we can also write the space of L2 yf.orms on f/ as

a direct integral.

Every Lie groups has a trivial tangent bundle (see for example [50]),
since there exist global non-zero sections of this bundle. In particular,

for the Heisenberg group, there is a basis lor TnH for each point h e H
which varies smoothly with /z; we choose the basis {Zt, - . . , Zo,l4z} (for

the complex tangent space) at each point. Equivalently, we choose the

ìrasis {rl, ...,r^,r-} for the dual tangent space 
^l(/1) 

at each point

h e H. So the L2 yforrr,s on H decompose as:

(6) Lla)@) o Lz(H) I 
^o(b.).

Here Äe(þ.) is the pth antisymmetric power of b*, the dual vector

space to !.
The left action of 1l on LlØ(H) decomposes, under this isomor-

phism, into.L¿ on L2(H) tensored with the trivial action or Âr(t).).

A basis for ÄP(b.) is given bY

{rt n ri}1,¡1r1=r U {t'A rr A r-}¡¡1t1=n-t,

wlrele l and J are multi-indicesinV'z"tr with all entries either 0 or 1.

If I : e;r1..'* ei*, with ir <. iz 1 ' " < i*, then rr ,='" A"'Ar;^;
similarly \f J : 

"j;, 
+ "'* ei,, and jr 1 .-.i,, then rJ :: 7ir A "'A
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rj,. We choose an inner product on ,A.e(þ.) such that this basis is

orthonormal.

We also take the standard L2 \nner products on ,A.þ¡(If) and on

L'(H), i.e. for u,T € Lle)@) and /, g € Lz(H),

L,,^ (*ry)"

t'_

J,r@)s@) 
a"

(see for example t55]). Then with respect to these inner products, the

isomorphis- (6) is also an isometry.

we'll assume from now on that all these spaces are complex, so in

particular 
^o(fl.) 

cr Cr as vector spaces, for r: ('""*t)' So we can

considel the Laplacian 4p,,, to be a matrix of differential operators on

L,(H)"

Undel the decomposition (4), we can write

(r,n)r:

U,g), :

o

^i,)(/1) = / (rI ø T;o) Ø 
^P(b.)lkln 

dk"

lepresentation B(k) by A(k).

For example, $B(k)I (rr n''' nr') is an element of F;u ø^o(b.)
(where p < n). We'll drop the tensor product I and write instead

þogr7r'^ n. . . Arp , and we'll sometimes refer to elements of .F;ßøff1¡.¡
as pforms for simplicitY.

Discrete spectrum of ao,"(k). The motivation for considering

these oper-ators ae,"(k) is that we expect them to have a discrete spec-

trum, which would be easier to calculate than the continuotts spectrum

of the Laplacian. Below, we present a justification for believing that

this should be so, at least fol almost all k. More rigorous proofs (ex-

tencling to all k) could use information about the integral kernels of

these operators, as in [49], or using the Weyl calculus for operators as

in [16, 26].
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we know that the Laplacian 4r,,, with respect to the metric we've

chosen, is a positive, self-adjoint (left) /1-invariant operator. This

means that the heat operator e-tLo,-, for positive ú, is also I/-invariant.

Then the abstract Plancherel theorem for Il tells us that

¡O
t : l t*dpx

JH

where l¡ is the Hilbert-Schmidt trace on BQA-*). (That is, for any

operator A e Vfi, t(A) : [nt¡(e¡¡a¡t*.¡ So the operator 
"-tLo'-(k),

which is equal to 
"-tLn.^(k), 

is Hilbert-Schmidt trace class for ahnost

all k. In particular, the operatoî e-t\p,-(k) has discrete spectrum, and

thus so does the operator Ae,'(k), for almost all k.

we will calculate the spectrum of ap,,(k) explicitly, and show that
in fact it is discrete for all non-zero k.

The Laplacian in a representation. From the formula (5), we

have that the operator- ao,,(k), i.e. the Laplacian in the conjugate

Fock-Bargmann leplesentation with parameter k, is precisely:

n

A(k) : k2 lc2 + Ð (r,r";"¡ -t ki(Z¡)e("i) + tce(ri)t(z¡)

ftJEeQ- )i(Z¡) aj - ct/Ee(r-)i(Z ¡) a ¡

-.J k 
"(ri ) i (w ) e; * cJ k eþi )i(w ) a ¡
n

(7)

tc2 t eQi¡e(ri¡t(zùi(zt)
t=r,t+j

+ c2 e(ri )t (z ¡) e(ri )i (zi) i (w ) e(r- )

+ c2 i ( z ¡) e(, i ¡ t ç z¡¡ 
" 
çr' ¡ "1r- ¡t çw ¡)

Using this last formula, we could explicitly calculate all the eigen-

values of Ao,,(k) for certain (small) values of n and p-
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For example, the Laplacian on functions is given by

39

ao,, l{-ziz¡-z¡z)-w2
n

j=l
n

+ as,"(k) llz*";"i+k) + k'lr'.
j:t

So 46,,(k) ,þB&) : (2kl|l¡nk*k2lc2)tþBft), where lþl -- þ'* . . -+ P".

By inspection, the lowest eigenvalue of As,'(k) is nk + k2 f c2 ' Ftt-
tlrermore, the eigenvalue corresponding to tþB(k) depends only on lBl,
and not on any other function of B.

Instead of further calculations, we note for now that we can define

the following oper-ators.

DeFtutuoN. For j : L,"',fl, we define d¡ to be a map from

Lle)@) I C and dr* to b" its adjoint, given by the following folmulae:

0j : e(ri)Z¡ + e(ri)Z¡ - ice(rr)e(rr )i(W)
0;

It follows that we can rewrited and d* as d: Ðr 0¡*e(r-)W and

cL:Ðj0i-i(w)w.
Noro. The formula (7) will be used in several places in this thesis,

in par.ticular in sections 4.2 arld 4.3. I{owever, in this chapter, we

will need only the formulae for d and d*, as found in Lemma 3.1, or

equivalently the formulae for 0¡ and 0j as defined above. For example,

many of the operators we will consider commute with d(k) and d.(Æ),

and proving this is quicker than proving dire{-tly that they commute

with the ftrll Laplacian in the representation B*, Lr,"(k)'

2. The lowest eigenvalue of the ttmiddlet' Laplacian

Wliting Ar(k) in telms of the operators 0¡(k),0;(k),e(r"')k and

i(lu)k gives us further infor-mation about the spectrum of 42,"(,k); in
p..tic,riu.., we find a lower bound on the spectrum for all p and n, which

is achieved for p - n.
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Since the operator d; has no i(W) term and the operator d; no

"(r-) term, the following identities hold:

e(r-)Wïj + ïje(r-)W :0,
i(w)w?i + ïii(w)w:o

forj:\,...,D.

Since e(r*)i(W) + i(lØ)e(r-) : Id, we can write

a : Ðe,e;+0;0i-w2
J,M

l_\ t v/2

-L
I

t
J

t
J

k2

0¡,-). (

,-(*))=+ a(k) t
m

2c

+ a(k) >

This is a lower bound on the eigenvalues of ao,,(k) for all n and p.

However, if n : p, we know (from Lott) that there is an eigenvector

o,:lrtA...Ar',

wlrere / e ker Zr(k) n . .. n ker Z¡(k), such that

A,,,(k)u :5r,
thus lc2 f c2 is in fact the lowest eigenvalue of l\,,,(k) for all n, and

ct^(H2^+'): T@ + 1))

3. Laplacian-invariant subspaces of p forms

In this section, we define a partition of F;k A^o(b.) into subspaces,

using a collection of commuting operators.

Dtr¡'tNIttoN. For j : L,''',fr, we define U¡¡ to be the operatol on

F;o Ø 
^o(b.) 

given by

IJ jj :: n]o¡ - e(ri)t(Z¡) + e?i)iØ¡)'

It shoulcl be clear from this definition that [ur.¡, uil]:0 for all j + L,

and tlrat this operator is self-adjoint: Ui¡: U¡¡.
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Fol certain multi-indices 7 in Zn, we define the subspace Vp'n'1

to be tþe simultaneous eigenspace of U1r. . . ,Unn, with eigenvalues

^1t,. . .,7,. That is, if we write EsA lot the eigenspace of an operator

A corresponding to the eigenvalue À, then Vpnn is given by

r/p'nt'.- Et,I/rr o ... Er-Unn ¡ (f;r s 
^o(fl.)).

we sornetimes omit the mention of n and write vp'1 10r this sub-

space.

For example, the pform 1þt+t-¡rl A rJ is \nVp'n'1, where I and J
are both multi-indices, with entries either 0 or 1, and lll+ lJl : p; we

recall that if , - eir +.. . + e,-, then ,I : rit 4... A rt- (and similarly

for rr).

Note that we can have 7¡ - -1 for some j, but this means that
every element or vp,t would have to be of the form rr A u fol some

u ç l/n-r,t*"r; thus at most p of the 1's can be -1. The lemainder of

the inclices of 7 must be non-negative. We thus let ^9 be the set

S :: {l eZ":^li> -l,i:1,...,n, and at most p of the indices

'yj are equal to -1).

In fact, since the subspaces Vp'1 are disjoint for different 'y and

{rir(k)} is a basis for T;k, the collection of the subspaces I/p'1 for- all

values of 7 in ,9 is a partition of T.k I Âe(!.):

r;* Ø 
^o(b.) 

-- @1ç51/n'n,.

The subsp ace Vo'' consists of (complex) scalar multiples of tþ",(k)'

The subsp ace vp,1,o also corresponds to r/r(k) in some sense) but with

dimension (^lt).
The usefulness of this definition is due to the following proposition.

PRoposrrroN 3.2. Let d(k) and d(k) represent the exterior dif-

ferential and its adjoint respectiuely in the representation B¡"- Tlt'ett

d(k) maps Vp,n,1 to Vp+r'nfl fo, p < 2n *I, and d*(k) maps l/n'n't
[6 l/P-t,nt, for p ) I. Thus, Vp'n'1 is a Lr,n(k)-inuariartt stLbspace of

F;* ø 
^o(f)").

Pnoop. We prove that lu¡¡,0¡(k)l: 0, and thus that lUii,d(k)) --
0:lU¡¡,d..(k)) for all j, which means thatlU¡¡,Ae,"(k)] :0 fol all J'
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luii,oi(k)l

-- J= ft-' / 2 

"(, 
j 
) oî, - e(r i ) t ( z ¡)l + ltc- 

| t z 

"ii ) a ¡, aj a ¡l

-l f- ce(rj ) "çri )t1w ), - elri ¡tçz ¡¡l

* lk- 
| I 2 e(r i ) aj, a; a ¡l * ftc- 

| I 2 e(ri ¡ a ¡, 
" 
çrl 1 

t ç Z ¡¡1

r l- ce(r i ) "|ri ¡ t (w ), 4f )i ( zil)

: Jj ç¡- 
r l' 

"(, 
i 

) oî ¡ lc- 
| / 2 e(r' ) o, - ce(ri ) e(r i )l (W )

- k-t12e(ri)"j - ¡r-rlz"çri¡a¡ - ce(ri)elri¡;çW¡¡
_rì
-u.

clearly, u¡¡ also commutes with d¿(k) (for I lj), since different opera-

tors are inïolved. So U¡¡ commutes with d(k); then since Uï¡ : U¡¡, this

means that u¡¡ also commutes with dÌ(k), and thus that u¡¡ commutes

with Ar,,(k).

So any eigenspace of u¡¡ will be pleserved under Ae,"(k). But this

is true for all j, so that Vp'n'1 is Ap,'(k)-invariant' ¡

We can now study the eigenvalues of Ae,"(k) restricted to \lp't '

Norp. on functions, [/11 reduces to the operator'øia1' which is

type 1"

4. Transposition operators

we'll study the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on different subspaces.

In doing so, the followìng definition will be helpful:

DBprNItloN. Fix k > 0. LetV be a subspace of -F;À8^'((f)'"+t).)
and let W be a subspace of f;k 8^n((fl'-+t).) for some n' nr,P,8 (such

as An,-(k) acting on W.
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Rnn¡nnl<. This is true if and only if there is a linear isomorphism
j from V to W which commutes with A(k), i.e. such that

jLo,"(k): Lo,*(k)i.

From either of these conditions, we can see that spectral equivalence is

indeed an equivalence relation.

we now introduce an operator on pforms, as a first step in calcu-

lating the eigenvalues of Lp,"(k).

Dp¡'lt¡l1lON. The (1,2) transposition operator is an opelator on

F;r ø 
^'(f).), 

denoted by Up and defined to be

(lp ;: oia, - e(r2)l(Zt) + e(rt)i(22).

Similarly, we define U¡¡ , the (i, j) transposition operator $ot i I j, i, j :
1,. . . , rz), to be the operator given bY

Y;i :: aîa¡ - e(rr)i(Z¿) + e(r;)l(Z¡¡-

(Note that U¡; is the adjoint of U;¡.)

Now [U11, Urr] : U12 (w[ich is clear when the operatoÌs are com-

pared), and. l[J22,Urz] -- -Uni so (]p maps Vp'nn f,s l/n'n't-+et-ez, \'Q'

maps one simultaneous eigenspace to another. similarly, u;i takes

l,/n,n,t to VP'n1+ei-ei .

More, Ø¡ is "usually" an isomorphism between these two subspaces,

as proved in the following lemma.

Lur¿un 3.3 (I(ernel Lemma) (i) If u e kerU¿¡nVe'n't for sorne

1, then'f j : -lr0 or l'
(ii) # 1 : ?,tt,'t2,...,'yn), T 2 | and 1¡ 22 (for i + j), then th'e

restriction of U¿¡ to Vp'n'1 is a linear isomorphism betueen Vp'nfl
(rnd \/P'n,1+ei-ej .

Pnoop. The proof of (i) can be found in Appendix B. To prove

(ii), we note from (i) that U,¡ restrictedtoVp'n'1 is 1-1 (since'Yi>_ 2).

Now the orthogonal complement of the image o1 u;¡ is the liernel of

tlre adjoint map. But the adjoint of U;¡ on Vp'n'1 is U¡; restÌicted to
Vp,n,1+e;-e,, which has kernel {0}, again bV (i) (since'y;II > 2). So

this rnap is onto and thus an isomorphism. D

RnUnRl<. The composition U¡¡U¡; is not the identity; howevel, it
is an automorphism on Vp'"'1 for "gener\r" 'Y, and since it commutes

with A(k), it preserves eigenspaces.
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We also have:

Lnvtun 3.4. (i) For all i, j and p, ld'(k),U¿¡l : 0; also

ld'-(k),u¡¡):0 and thus l\r(k),U;¡): 0' That is, the (i,j)
iransposition operator commutes with the Laplacian on p-forms

in the representation P¡'
(ii) ff I -- 0t,12,..','Y,), 'Y¿ >

Vp'nl+e'-ej are spectrally equiualent.

(iii) For anA P, 1 multi-indices such that lBl: )tl and 0; ) I, T ) 1

fo, all-i : I,2r... ,n, the subspaces yn'n'q and Vp'nfl a'r'e spec-

trally equiualent.

Pnoop. In proving (i), note that for any I I i,l + i, we have that

l0ík),U;¡):0, so thaf we only need prove that [d¿(k) + 0 j(k),U¡¡]: 0'

Now

ld;(k) + 0j(k),Uijl

:uriqk-'/'"(ri)oî, -e(ri)tçz¿)) + ¡n-tlz "ft;)a¿, 
aia¡l

r f- ce(ri ) eçri ¡tçw ¡, - e(ri ¡tç z ;¡l

* fk- 
1 I 2 e(r i ) aj, a; n ¡l * fk- 

| I 2 e(ri ¡ 
" 
t, eçri ¡ t (Z¡))

-t l- ce(r i 
) "çri ¡ t 1w ), " 1rí ¡ t ç z ¡1¡

: yri ç¡r- 
| / 2 e(r i ) aî ¡ k- | / 2 e(r' ) o, - ce(r i ) e(ri )l (W )

- k-rlr"(rt)oî - lr-,/'"(rr)o¡ - ce(ri)e?i)i(W))
_^
-u.

one can prove that [d.(k) ,u¿j]:0 in a similar way, or take the adjoint

of the equation [d(k), U¡;):0' It then follows that [A(k) ,Un¡) -- 0'

(ii) follows from (i) and from Lemma 3.3 (i); (iii) is easily proved

by repeated use of (ii) for selected values of i and 7' n

Thus the eigenvalues of ao,,(k) on differentvp'n'1 also depend only

on lf l for generic 'y, as is the case when P : 0 for any 7'

Norn. Why this operator in particular? We provide some moti-

vation for its definition, beginning by examining functions in the anti-

Fock space.
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The operator aia2 operating on the function ,þBu") gives a scalar

multiple if ,þB+",-.,1f ¡; i.". acting on an eigenvector of 46,,(k), this op-

erator gives another eigenvector with the same eigenvalue' This state-

ment is equivalent to the equation

[40,"(k), aia2]: g-

The quantum mechanical interpretation of this is that ø] and "i::.
creatiàn and annihilation operators acting on bosonic particles' The

operator ør1 creates a particle in the jth state, while ø¡ annihilates a

particle irrih" jth state (ail particles are assumed to be identical).

In tlris picture, ala¡ cotnts the number of particles in the jth state,

so that Ð¡ ajo¡ is ihe number operator, giving the total number of

particlesl-tnä to--utation relation above can be interpreted as the

iollowing fact: if one particle changes from state 2 to state 1, then the

total number of particles is unchanged'

Generalising this operator to pforms gives [/12, whe¡e the extra

terms are addeã so that U12 commutes with the Laplacian on pforms.

The quantum mechanical interpretation of this transposition operator

is less clear, but may involve interchanges of fermionic particles also.

5. SymmetrY oPerators

mod.ule, a concept which will be discussed in chapter 5 for general

H-type groups. This symmetry motivates the following definitions.

DpptNtrtON. We define an action of .9, (the permutation group on

n symbols) on V'" bY:

"' (þr, 0r, "', þ.) : (9"Q¡, 1oQ\, "', 0"6¡)

foro € S,and þr,...,þ,e Z.For example,fot B:(0t,"' ,þ") €Zn,
we have (12)'P: (9r,{Jr,... ,þ.)'

we next define an isometry for all pairs of distinct numbers i, j be-

tween 1 and n, which utilises the symmetry of the Heisenberg algebra.
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DnplNIrtoN. Let X;¡ be the Lie algebra isomorphism on þ2'+1 (for

i + j,i.,i < n) defined bY

x¡¡(z¿): zi, x;¡Q) - zi, x;¡(z*¡ - z*if m I i,i;
xt¡(Z;) : Zj, x;¡Q¡) - Zi, x;¡(Z^¡ - Zñ'if m I i'i;

x;¡(W) -- W'

This map X;¡ \s an isometry with respect to the inner product that

we have chosen on 112"+t.

It induces a map on fl* given lry i¿¡t : I o X¡', which extends to a

map on 
^o(b.) 

given bY

cur A. ..Arr r+ X¿¡@r) A -.. A Ñ;¡(ø,r)'

This map is also an isometry, but now with respect to the given inner

product on ÄP(fI).

Since ¡12ntr is a connected, simply connected, nilpotent Lie group,

we have that exp : ll r+ 11 is an analytic diffeomorphism (see for

example [7]). so the induced map exp o X.¡ o exp-t : H -+ f/ is also

a diffåomàrptrir- and, by definition, an isometry (with respect to the

left-invariant metric given by the inner product on þ). There is a map

induced from here on L2(H) which can be shown to be an isometry with
respect to the standard inner product on L'(H); the tensor product

of ihi, with the extension of *¿¡ gives a map on ¡r(f¡) I C. This

map is still an isometry, and so it commutes with the Laplacian on

¡-Fforms. It factors through the representation 0r to give an isometry

on f;k I 
^o(tl.), 

which we'll again denote by x;¡.

(For exampI", X¿¡(rþB+",r") : ,þ(ri).p+..,ri, while acting on Â1(þ.),

we have X;¡ri : rã, etc')

So the operator X;¡ is an isometry on f;k I 
^r(f).), 

which therefore

commutes with the Laplacian A(k) we also have the identity

X;¡U;; : U¡iX¡¡;

tlrat is, X;¡ is an isometry ftom Vp'"'a ¡s ltr'n'(ii\'t '

NorB. The quantum mechanical interpr-etation of this is that x¿¡

exchanges all particles of type i with paÌticles of type j. That is, all

bosonic-particles of type i (represented by the repeated action of ai)
ìtecome boroni. particles of type 1 and vice versa; but also, fermionic

particles of type i (represented by rt) .." exchanged with those of type
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:Id
: xjk
: UtkXjk

for any i, j,k such that 2 <i < i <k <n

47

j (rj) and fermionic particles of type I (r') are exchanged with type i
("').

We can even define a map on operators, by conjugation with X¿¡;

clearly this map will exchange d;(k) with d¡(k), and di(k) with d;(k),

leaving other terms in d(k) and d.(k) unchanged, and thus it commutes

with Ao,,(k).

We call X;¡ the (i,j) syrnmetry operator, ot simply a symmetry

operator.

Now Ap,'"(k) commutes with X;¡ for all i I j, so these operators

can be used to prove that the eigenvalues of the Laplacian in the rep-

resentation B¡ ur. symmetric in the entries of 7. That is, we have the

following lemma:

Lprr¡un 3.5. (i) Th,e subs¡tace vp'",1 is sqtectrally equiualent to
yn,n,(ii\.t for any i I j.

(ii) The subspace Vp'nfl is spectrally equiualent to Vp'"'o1 for anA

o€Sn.

The proof is straightforward, in the light of the above discussion.

However, the symmetry operator ¡12 does not preserveVp'1 and so

is of no further- use in determining eigenvalues on vp'1 - unless 7r :

Before continuing, we note several basic facts about these symmetry

operators:

(8)

(e)

(10)

x?¡

xijxikxij
Y¡*Ur¡

The fir'st two equations follow from the corresponding identities for

transpositions in ,9p; the third equation follows from considering the

induced action of Xü on operators, which exchanges Ú¿; and a¡, e(r')
and e(rr), etc.
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have the following commutative diagram:

ll P,n,1*e r - e2 + yn'n,(23)'t* e r - ez

Xzz

UnUt,

l/P'n,t
X23 , yv,n,(2s).t

6. Notes

The operators [/¡¡,IJ¡¡ and X,¡ defined in this chapter are all degree

0 - that is, they -ip pio.-s to pforms. With the except\on of U¡¡,

they don't preserve the simultaneous eigenspace Vp'n'11 but they do

-up it to Vp,n,þ, for B some other multi-index. In the next chapter,

*",ìl ,"" maps between pforms on H2ntr to (p - l)-forms on ¡12n-t -

i.e. maps b"t*e"n forms of different degrees, on Heisenberg groups of

different dimension. This is why the definition of spectral equivalence

at the beginning of section 3.4 is so general'

The order in which I discovered these operators is actually the re-

verse of the ord.er in which they're presented here. Though I discovered

the symmetry operators (x¡¡) first, after observing all eigenvalues of 1-

forms were symmetric, they didn't immmediately seem useful. Some

time later I discovered the transposition operators (u ¡), again by exam-

ining l-forms and how different eigenvectors were related, but couldn't

.orrrll"t"ly enumerate all eigenvalues of Ae,"(k) using just these oper-

ators. Finally I realised that with the help of the symmeti-y operators,

I could fill in the gaPs.

Tlre modifiecl number opelators (J¡¡ came last; I hacl defined the

subspace vp,nn rather differently (via its basis), and only thought of

U¡¡ (which do agree formally w\th U¡¡ \1 i : j) while writing up this

tË;.ir. They do allow more elegant definitions and proofs, and now

seem quite natural, but they're not vital for the calculations in the

next chapter.
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Instead of thinking of these operators as acting on pforms on a

rranifold, one can instead consider them purely algebraically, in the

context of supelalgebras.

Superalgebras. A. superalgebra \s a Z2-gtaded algebra, i'e' an

algebra A:-AoO Ar with multiplication {,} such that {c,ó} e Ao if
n,7e As or a,be .41, and {",b} € Ar if a€ Ao,be Ator a€ At,be
As.

A, Lie superalgebra is a superalgebra A such that

{",b}: -(-1)'{b,"}
and

(-1)*o{r, {å,.}} + (-1)"{ó, {., o}} + (-1)i*{", {', ó}}

for all a e A;,b e A¡,c € A¡,i, j,lc e Z7

These conditions aÌe the analogues of skew-symmetry and the Ja-

cobi relation for Lie algebras; in particular, if A is a Lie superalgebra,

tlren Ao is a Lie algebra. (The remaining algebta, A1, is actually a

clifford algebra; see section 5.3 for more on clifford algebras.)

The above definitions are from laTli to relate this to our situation,

we follow [51] from which the following construction (slightly modified)

has been taken.

construct a Lie superalgebra v and an algebra w(v) as follows.

Let Vobel.fn+tORJ, i.e. the Lie algebra with centre spanned by W and

J. Let Vb" the vector space with basis {8r,"',Ern+r,[r,"',1,n+,]
(these elàments are intended to correspond to the operators "(r'), 

. . . ,

"(r-), i(Zr), . . ., i(W)).

Define multiplication {.,.} on I/ :: % O V1 to satisfy the following

definitions:

o multiplication {.,.} agrees with [.,.] o^ q2n+r' i'e' on Vs, the only

non-zero ploclucts are {X¡,Y¡}:W: -{Y¡,X¡};
¡ on 14, {E¡,lt) -- 6¡*J - U*,8¡}, while {E¡,8*}:0: U¡,Ir}

for all j,k : 1' . ' . ,2n * l;
o for any us €Vo,ut €Vt, {ro'rr} : 0: {rt,,o}'

Then V is a Lie superalgebra.

consider u(v), the universal enveloping algebra of v (the definition

for Lie superalgebras is similal to that for Lie algebras, given in section
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2.I). Let I be the ideal of u(V) generated by J - Id. We define

the algebra w(v) as the quotient u(v)lI.; then this algebra w(v)
is in fãct isomorphic to z(þ) S Bnd(,^,(þ.)), which is isomorphic to

"r(ÐgEnd(Ä(þ.)). 
(This definition is a modification of a construction

toun¿ in [f f], in that the algebra V1 given here is different')

That is, we can consider left-invariant operators on L2 pforms on

11 to be elements of w(v), in particular the operators d,d* and Lpfl.

The representation B¡ or u(t1) gives rise to a skew-symmetric repre-

sentation of W(V), and we can consider the operator d(k) to lie in the

image of this representation, which we could wtite B¡(W(V))'

The operators U¡¡, U¡¡ and X;¡ are operators on Fock spaces, but

they havea ,,pre-image" in u¿(þ) @ End(Â(þ.)); effectively, that these

operators commute with d(k) (or d) is a statement about operators

commuting\n W(V).

This purely algebraic approach is exemplified in Appendix c, where

a Maple program for calculating commutation relations, in l4l(v), is

presented.

The quantum mechanical interpretation is, I believe, that w(v)
represents a system with n bosonic particles and 2n * 1 fermionic par-

ticles; in fact, Folland, while discussing the spin representaiion in [16],
cails .4.(þ.) a fermionic Fock space_[16], with fermionic creation opera-

tols what we would call e(ri), "(rt),"(r-), 
añ i(21) an example of a

fermionic annhilation operator. Supersymmetric quantum mechanics

describes such systems; for more on this, see [56].



CHAPTER 4

The spectrum of the Laplacian in a representation

It is cause for joy when a mathematician discovers an iso-

morphism between two structures which he [sic] knows'

It is often a "bolt from the blue", and a source of won-

derment. The perception of an isomorphism between two

known structures is a significant advance in knowledge -

ancl I claim that it is such perceptions of isomorphism

which cleate meanings in the minds of people'

Douglas Hofstad'ter, Gödel, Escher, Bach

In this chapter, we will prove the following results:

Tuponou (A). For any positiue integers p,n, such that p I n,

let Lp,. be the Laplacian on p-forms o, H='^*-' and .Lr,.(k) the cor-

,"r,rondlng operator in th,e representation þ¡, for positiue le . Th,en the

eigenualues of Lr,^(k) are

{rrr-i) + 5*r-p)k,

5*r-pt"*1)k.L+] (*-o. l;l *') .',

!+eG-1) + n_ p+r)k-rL;l ("-o.LTl)o'
\+(zgrn-ptr)k+

n-p*r
2

.[?] (,-,*
r/2

li) o

!.c (*," - p t r)2c2 + (2g t n - P + r)k- Ë)

: g € Z,g >I and, r : 1,.. -,P

For any lc, the iowest eigenualue of Lr,.(k) * $ + @ - p)k, a¡¿d its

mtLltiplicity * (i,).

1
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Here lnl represents the greatest integer smaller than n, and the

rn.,ltipliciìy of an eigenvalue will in general depend on the values of n,

p, 
" 

urrd g. We can show using the Hodge star operator that Ao,"(k) and'L.-r,,(k) 
have the same eigenvalues, which is why we need consider

only'ih" case p I n; further, Lr,n(lc) and L"-r,"(k) have the same

spectrum, so we need consider only k positive.

This theorem implies in particular that the spectrum of ao-r,"-r(k)
is contained in the spectrum of Ao,'(k), as illustrated in the following

diagram.

Let Spe,n represent ø(40,"(k)), the spectrum of the Laplacian on

Trforms [n ¡1zn+r in the Fock-Bargmann representation þx (the k is

o.r.,*"d, since it is fixed for current purposes). Then we have the

following diagram, which is part of an infinite diagram continuing to

the right and upwalds'

spn'n

spt'u spt''

Spt't Spt't SPt''

sp'''

Spo't SPo'o

sp''' sp''t

Sp ,4

o.Sp spo''

Here a row represents the Laplacians on pforms for fixed p, while a

column represents the Laplacians on ¡¡2n*r for fixed n. The vertical ar-

t'o*, ..p."sent d and d*, which ensure that some eigenvalrres are shared
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between sets vertically. The sets along the diagonals also share eigen-

values, and in particular all have the same lowest eigenvalue. Their

Novikov-Shubin invaliants are thus related as follows'

conorlnnv (B). The pth Nouikou-shubin i,nuariant of ¡¡2n+r ¿t

giuen by

n*1, p*n,n*1,
|(n + 1), P: Tt,n + I.or(H"*t) -

Furthermore, for any d,iscrete subgroupl of Hz"+t suchthat AI : Hll
isacompactmanifotd',ao(M):cvp(H2"+t);onymanifoldwhichis
homotopy equiualent to such a manifold, M also has the same Nouilcou-

shubin inuariants, and any rnanifold M' with fundamental group nt(M',)

a d,iscrete subgroup of ¡1zn+r has its fi,rst Nouikou-shubin inuariant

giuen by a1(M') : ar(H'"+t).

In proving Theorem (A), we',ll need to consider subspaces of forms

of different degrees on Heisenberg groups of different dimensions, i'e'

vary p and n; thir ir where the notion of spectral equivalence defined

in section 3.3 comes into its own.

However, the parameter k (and thus the representation B¡) will be

fixed in the first three sections of this chapter, and will only be varied

in section 4.4 - where we will integrate over k in order to calculate the

Novikov-shubin invariants and prove Corollary (B)' Recall also that we

only consider, in the first three sections,, the case that k is positive; this

gives enough information to calculate the Novikov-Shubin invariants,

since the case for k negative is symmetric.

1. Transposed subspaces

we are now able to use Lemma 3.4 (iii) to divide up the eigenvalues

of Ao,,(k) on \/p,nt for. any 7. The main tool in this process will be

Theorem 4.1, to be proved shortly. However, we first need to define

certain maps for convenience.

DBf.lNtT'tON. We define a map frolI- Zn to V'n-r which omits the

ith index and is denoted P;:

p; : (atr. .. ,ai-rrairãi+rr. .. ,an) Ê (or, "' ¡ai-rrú;+tt "' ,an)'

This then induces a map pi from F;k onto Fllr, defined to be the

linear operator with action on the basis elements given by:

pi:rþBè1þp¡(þ).
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We can now state the theorem.

THponpu 4.1. (t) For any multi-inder 1 such that 1) 0 and

^ln ) 2, Vp,n'1 is spectrally equiualent to

(ker U1, a V''"''' ) O (ker (Jrn Àyn'n't" ¡ Ø Vp'n't"'

wh.ere 'y' -- ''t I (1. - 1)", - ('y, - I)", (so that (7')' : 7) and

^1" : -,1' * et - en, .y"'...: I l2et - Zen.

(ii) The subspa¿¿s yn'n't"' and yP-r'n-r'Pn(t"') are spectrally equiua-

lent.
(iii) The subspaces ker (J¡ìl/n'"'t' andVp-r'n-r'pn(1t)re' are spectrally

equiualent.

The following diagram illustrates this theorem

N

yn,n,t' >

cn

ru
p,n

Bn

v

OAn

1

cno AnØ Bn@C^

where the maps along the top line are a\l(Jn, s represents spectral

equivalence, and

An : ker (J¡ ¡ trlP'ni $ yn-r'"-t''pn(1t)*er

Bn : l<erIJ¡¡\rln'n'ttt- further subdivision necessary

/1 1¡P,n,1t" f¡ yn-t'"-l,Pn(1"').unv

PROOF,. (i) BV Lemma 3.4 (iii), we have that vp,"'1 is spectrally

equivalent f,s l/P'nn' -

Now as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 3.3,

yn,n,t' e \m(J¡ O ker [/r,

where each subspace is a(k)-invariant (a consequence of Lemma 3'4

(i)) But 71 I 0 by assumption; since we are adding a non-negative

ìr-,-b.r' to the first index of 7, we have (7')r ) 1 and (r")t 2 2, which

lTreans tlrat U,1 (here a map fromVp'",1" to im U"r) is one-to-one, and

so (the .lor.,.à oì) i-U,, is spectrally equivalent to Vp'n'1" ' Th" above

decomposition then imPlies that

Vp'nn is spectlally equivalent to (ker (Jnìyn'n't't, Ø \/p'n't" '
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Similarly we can decom etU¡; again, Un is

one-to-one and thus a ( p'nfl"' to the closure

of Im U,1. Henc . yn'''t" (ker U1' nyn'"'t" ) Ø

I/p,ni" . These two spectral equivalences then imply part (i) of the

theolem.

(ii) We are consideringVn'"'t"', where ('Y"')n - -1' Recall that

,þo ì"ãnly definedif B¿ Z 0 for all i from I to n, so any element of

1ir,n","' must be of the form u A r', for some u iîVp-r'n'1"'*"' such that

i(Z")u: 0 : i(Zn)u.

We construct a homomorPhism

gt : l/P'n't"' I Yn-r'n-r'Pn(1't')

which takes u A r, to pi(u), where we extend pi by tensoring with

the projection from ¡n-r((72^+r).) onto 
^e-1((b2n-1)*). 

It can easily

b" ,ã"rr that this (linear) 
'homomorphism 

91 is in fact one-to-one and

onto.

For 0¡ arrd 0., the operators defined in Definition 1, we have d'(u A

,n) : g: li@i ""); further, "formally" 0¡ and d; (f": j :1,"' 
'n)

lrave ,,the same action" on u Arn as on pi(u); that is, a(k) commutes

with 91, which proves Part (ii).

To pr.ove part (iii), construct a linear mapping Pz from ker[/r, ll
yp,n,1' f,g \/n-r,n-l,p-(1')*e1 as follows.

Begin by specifying that <p2 commutes with e(ri)a] and e(ri)ø¡ for

2 < j 1n - 1, and with e(r-), and also with the adjoints of these

oDerators. These operators map ker (JnÀyn'n't' to ker (JnÀVp+r'n'1'

uid V r-r,"-t,pn(t' )*er tc Vp'n-1,p.(r')+er .

Proceed by defining a 2-form, to be denoted.u2, in ker (Jrnf\I/P'n't',

lry

U)2 i: 1þt,-"r-"nfl /\ Tñ

and specify that gz maps u2 to lþp.h')Tr
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Define next forms krs'(r1,ø3 in ker[)¡l\V*'n't' to be the l-form,

2-form and 3-form respectively given by

tÐg

U3

U1

vz(e(rt)a; ¡ e(r")ai)

vz(e(rt)at ¡ e(rñ)a,)

e2(i(21)q I i(Z")a")

e2þQ1)ai + i(z¡)ai)

(tçz¡a; * i(zn)ai)u2,

(e(rr)ai -l e(r")ai)a2 and

(e(rl)ai * e(r")ai)us

: e(rr)aigr,
: e(rr)a1g2,
: i(Zv)aPz, and

: i(21)aie2

JsTT
I

Jn +2

1

ror g::^fi*.ln- 1; the_se forms u¡ are still in ket(J1n since [e(rl)oi +
e(r")ai,Ur.l :0 : le(ri)a1! e(rñ)a.,Ut.\'

u6 A cers + ul A ut * uz A'z + u3 Au3

for some forms uotl)r¡u2,q (of degree P - LrP - 2rp - 2 and p - 3

respectively) such that i(Z¡)u; : 0 : i(Z¡)u; for i : 0,I,2,3 and

j : I,n. The mapping g2 car- now be seen to be an isomorphism.

It's necessary to check that ø6,cd1 and a:3 all have, length 1 with

respect to the inner product that we've chosen onyn'n't', and also that

cu, ì. 
"q,r.I 

to -fn¡2(i(Z)ai+ i(Z¡)ai)q. By considering the actions

of adjoints of thebperators discussed, it follows that

on ker (JnÀl/n'ntt .

That is, the mappinggz takes the first of the below pictures to the

seconcl, preserving (rather like a functor) the actions of the maps in

each picture.
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Ug

o

, oo'
.- u1

o

57

o

U2

o

U3

Here u¿ : u)itthe ,,generating" elements of ker [Jnìvp,nfl' ) o is the

map e(rl) ai * e(r")ai, and o : e(rr)a1* e(rñ)' Dotted arrows aÌe

useã i; pr-eflrence to the symbol t-> since (for example) a takes uo to

a multiple of u¡, and not exactlY u1'

Note that o2 : 0 - õ', and that we could also have the adjoints of

ø and o as maPs in this Picture'

The mappin| g, takes the above picture to the picture below' in

wlrich þ: P"(l)'

,þ p*.,

e(rt)ay..:' "'. e(rr)ai

')i(z)(a\)'ze( T
1rl

?pp r '- ,þp+r.,,

e(rr)o; "'.. .." e(rr)ay'{ ,'
,þB+.r 

" 
A 

"
Given the additional information that

e(rr )e(rt ) I e(r")e(r")

and e(rr)e(rl)

(e(rt) ai * e(r") ai)( e(rr )ø1 j e(rñ ) a.)

+(e(r[)a, + e(rñ)a.)(e(r1)ai 1 e(r")ai),

e(rr) aie(rt)or + e(rr ) ap(rt)ai
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and recalling that lçr,"(r-)l:0 : l,P2,i(W)\, it follows that

92 Lo,"(k) : L p-r,,-r(k)ç,

on all of ker (Jn À l/n,nt' . since we've already proved that 92 is an

isomorphism, this completes the proof.

tr

This theorem only considers the case that 1n is greateÌ than or

AIso, if 71 : -1, we use f1' and (ii) to prove thaf f/r'n'r ¡t
spectrally equivalent ¡o yn,n,(tn)'r), which is spectrally equivalent to

I/ p-t,n-t,p-((t')"Y).

Theorem 4.1 would also be true if we replaced ut. Ly ut, or [/13 or

DnptNtuotr¡. The subspace ker[Jn n -.. n ker(J6 ¡ 1zr'n'(lrl'o'"''o)

will be referred to as the red,uced, subspace, and denoteaAy V![]"1.

The point is that yn'n'hl is a very much smaller subspace than all of

EXRVtpl-B 2. For the case of l-forms on H2n*r, the basis for the

reduced subspace V,t.:'hl consists of only three l-forms (for- all n 2 2):

these are

oî(rþr,p,)"t + Ð ú,-,,",*" ¡ri , or(rþhl', )rr, ?Þ¡,1",r"
n

j=2
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The eigenvalues on this subspace will be described in a later lemma

(Lemmã 4.6), but the eigenvalues on the rest of Vr'"'t are eigenvalu^es of

ilre Lapluciu,r, o.r functiÃs: k(2111+n)+le2 f c2 and k(2111+n+2)*k2 lc2 '

2. Symmetric subsPaces

In this section, we derive a basis for certain symmetric subspaces

and study the action of the Laplacian thereon. As implied previously,

tlre r.educed subspace yn'n'hl can be further decomposed, this time with

respect to the action of the Xzis'

DnptNltION. We call an element of this subspace which is also

in the {l-eigenspace of all the Xz¡'s (and thus of all ¡;¡'s, by (9)) a

symmetric elãment, and an element in the -l-eigenspace of any Xij an

inti-symmetric elernent. These two possibilities account for all of the

,,rb.på"", i.e. (where E¡A refers to the eigenspace of A corresponding

to the eigenvalue À)

V:.:Yl : (Etzzn ... n Eúz*) Ø (E-txrs + ... + E-tx,,-t,n)'

The symmetric subspace is defined to be E¡y231ì . . . I EtXznO ker [/rz f-l

. " . n k", (Jrn l\zr'(lrl'o'"''o) and will be denoted by Vffil'

In order to understand the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on these

subspaces, we begin by characterising explicitly all elements o1 Eay¿¡À

Ve'n,l'vl for any i,7 such that 2 < i < j < n. Note that this subspace is

preserved by Ao,"(k).

we first pfove a slightly more general lemma than is strictly neces-

sary.

Levun 4.2. For any multi-inder 1 such that (1)"-t: 0 : (7)",. 
.

tlt e s u lt s p a ce s E - t X n -r,' n'k"t [/1,'- 1 lker (J 1,rf)V e'n'1 an d I/ p - 2'" -2'p ^ - | p - (1)

are spectrally equiualent.

Pnoor. We constluct a linear mapping

pz: E-rXn-r,' [ì ker(Jt,n-tfì kerU1,' f)l/p'n'1 I !/P-2'n-2'pn-rpn(7)'

and show that gs is an isomorphism and commutes with the Laplacian,

similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1(iii).

Define a 3-form, ùr,ItY

,î,- .- 4rþr_"rrr A (rn A rî - r,-t A r'-');-' '- 
,/',
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note that tî:2 € E-gn-r,nf\kerU1,,r-1 Cìker U1,r, ¡yn'n'i ' Set p3(ô2) :
rþp^-rp.(1)'

As in the proof of Theorem 4.1(iii) (adding one degree), define the

2-form ôs, 3-form ô1, and 4-form cîr3 as follows' for þ :: Q)r

û:o :: #Qç27¡o; 
+ i(z;=l)al-' * i(z^)ai)ù2,

ù3 :: 
#(e(rl)øi 

* e(r"-t)aå-' * e(r")ai)ù2 and

ãt :: 
#(e(rl)ci 

I e(r'-t)ai"-, * e(r")ai)ûs

Note that the operatols e(rr)cl +"(r"-t)ol-r * e(r")ai and e(rt)41{
e(rÃ)o.-yle(rñ)a; both commute with (Jr,n-t, [!,' and Xn-t'n, â's do

tÈeir adjoints, so that ôs,ô1 and ô3 are all in E-1Xn-r,nl-lker[/1,,.,-1 [ì

ker U1,n.

We set gz to map ôs to ?þp.-rp.(t)+et¡ ci3 to rþp--rp^(1)l-", 11 A rl and

ô1 to,þr.-,.r-(1)+2e1Tt.

The pictures in the proof of Theorem 4.1(iii) are again relevant, but

with z¿ here being ù; for i : 0, I,2,3, B the index-p,,-1f"(i)3nd with

o : e(rr)aî + e(""-t¡ ai-tI e(r")ai and ø : e(rr)q ¡ e(r'-r)an-t *
e(rñ)a..

Again we must check that cis,cir and ô3 all have length 1 with

."rp"ãt to the inner product that we've chosen on Vo'n'1, and also that

,i' i, 
"q,r'r 

to -ffi(i(T:)ai + i(z;)al-r * i(z¡)ai)ù* If we then

set ga to commutå with the operators e(ri)aj,i(Z¡)a¡,e(ri)a¡,i(Z)aj
for. 1 < j < n- 1 and "(r-),i(w), 

it follows as in the proof of Theorem

4.1(iii) ihut p" is an isomorphism and commutes with A(k) n

ConollnRy 4.3. The subspace E-tX¿jnynlhl is spectrally equiu-

alent to a subspace of Vn-z'"-z'(lrl+t'o'"''o¡ for i I j,i, j :2,"',fr'

This follows from the above lemma and appropr-iate use of the sym-

metry operators.

we now begin to analyse the eigenvalues which occur on the sym-

metric subspace.

LBuun 4.4.
l<er (Jn n l/n'n'ltler

The subspar" Vlrih:El is eqtLal to E1y6n . . . n Etxznl
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PnOOr.. From the definition of the symmetric subspace, we see that

the symmetric subspace is contained in this second subspace (since it is

the intersection of that subspace with other subsets). We need to prove

that this second subspace is contained in the symmetric subspace.

Take any element u such that u € EtXz* and u € ket U¡2' Then

by equation(10) (with j:2), u is also an element of kerur*. This is

t.r" io. all k between 1 and n; so any element \n Ely*n ' ' ' n EtXz,À

I<er(Jn¡yv'''(tl'o'"''o) is also in V:¡h#. D

We can now explicitly characterise all symmetric elements,.begin-

ning tlris process Ëy tooli.tg at Evyv n . ' ' n EtXzn n yn'*hl"' (\'e'
dropping the ker [12 condition).

DpnlNItloN. We define a pform, e(p,n), which is in .F;ß 8^'(f).),
by'

( 'þr,p, if P:o
e(p,n) : I D:=raie(ri)e(p - ],") if p is odd

l ?zlùÐi=ra¡e(ri)e(p - 1,') if p is even and p > 2,

so that

e (1, n) Ðrþ1.,1",*.,rt, e(2,n) : t rÞ¡-,y.,ti A rt ;

n

j=2
n

i,l=2
n

j=2

e (3, n) Ð'þr',n,*",'j A't A't;

e(4,n) I ú,r,", 'i A 'i A z¿ A r¿;

i,l=2

Now e (p, n) is certainly in the subspa ce E1y1,.ì' ' 'ÀE1y2nl)yn'n'hlø '

In fact, we have the following lemma..

LBvrrr¡a 4.5. (\) ForP)-3, a basis forthe subspace E1¡23o" 'o
EtXzn¡ln'n'hlet is giuen by

{ ,(p,n), airt A r(P - l,n),
alrr A, €(p - 1',n), rr A 11 A e(p - 2,n),

r- A e(p - 1, n), air- A rr tr e(P - 2,n),

arru 
^r'ne(p-2,n),r- 

Arr Arr A €(p- 3,t)Ì
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(ii) For p euen and p ) 4, p :2q saa, set g :: l1l. Then a basis of

the symrnetric subsPace is

{ -gr' A ri A e(2q - 2,n) * arrr A e(Zq - r,n),

rr A rr lt e(2q - 2,r) * e(2q,n),

,- tr(r'AriA e(2q-3,n) * a\rr Ae(2q-2,n)ie(zq- t,")) ,\
crrru Art ne(zq-2,n)j

(iii) The matrir of ¿'2n,.(k) acting on Vlffi with respect to the aboue

basis is giuen bY

,t/E
0

0

-k+q(r-q)"'
and its eigenualues are

{zlrg + ntc ¡ tc2 f c2 + q(n - q)"',

2kg+nk¡k2fc2 ,'+q(n-q-l)r'

(11) tc
I lc2

ìr'"'¡nk*zks+¿
where the f.rst eigenualue h'as multiplicity 2

Pnoop. (i) It is easily checked that all these elements are in the

required sobspu,c". Also, it can be seen that the subspace ker i(Zr) I
t.r lç21¡ n f<er;(W) À Erxrrn . . . n EtXzn¡ yr'"'(lrl'o'." 'o) is spanned by

rie,à¡, iftat-is, e (p,n) is the only "symmetric" e.lelel! which doesn't

.àrtu.i. rr,ri, ot r-. Then aie(rr),a1e(rr) and e(r-) all commute with

X;¡ lor a\li, j ì 2 and their action completes the subspace in question.

(ii) The proof requires investigating the action of. un (which is all

tt at i. ,r"."rr..y, by Lemma 4.4) on linear combinations of the basis

elements from (i), and is relatively straightforward'

(iii) Proving this is a matter of (somewhat tedious) calculations,

.,ring firstly thã formula (7) and secondly calculating the eigenvalues

of the matr-ix, using say the computel package Maple. The natÏix is

not self-ad.joint since the basis elements aren't normalised. ¡

(q-t)("-q)"'
-c2 qg

,J-kg
,rtØ+n-q)

(2ks + lcz f c2 + nk)ld *
o cJk

q(n-q-I)r' -qcJk
-rJE k+q(n-q)"'_rrt o

1*rn
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It is somewhat surprising that the basis given in (i) (which is defi-

nitely not normalised) has only 8 elements, independent of p and n!

We do need a basis for V!;i:ßl for all p. However, a basis of the

we could then have calculated the action or L2n,,(k) witli respect

to the basis given here, and the action of 42n11,,(k) with respect to

the basis derived from it. Actually we needed to consider only one of

these cases, since we can use the Hodge star operator to prove that the

eigenvaiues of 42n,,(fr) are exactly those of Lzn+t-2n,"(k)'

we note specifically that all the eigenvalues in (1i) are greater than

(n-1)/c+lr'lr'"

3. Special cases and Proof of Theorem (A)

At this point we should also consider various special cases not cov-

er.ed by the above calculations. The Laplacian on l-forms and on 2-

forms should be considered separately, and what happens for ? : 0

rnust also be outlined.

Larr¿un 4.6. The syrnmetric subspace of l-forms is in fact all of

the red,uced, subspace yn';'hl ' it is 3-d,imensional, with basis

{a\e(rt ) $ 1rl 
" 
r * € (1, n), a 1 e(rr ),þ ¡-r1. r, 1þ Wl", r- }

(recall that {¡'r¡", : e(o,n))' Then L1,^(k) acting on the symrnetric

snbs2tace, with resTtect to this basis, has matrir

('r'^'' + nk * 5) ''- ( -.ur,år, * ", ,*r, 
ttr 

)
and eigenualues

{zt ltl ¡ nk * k' lr',
zkltl + nl, + k' lr' + 

rrrr'

In'r' ¡ nk -t zt ltl + \ I
J

Lc
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(The proof is again a matter of calculation, using the formulu (7).)

These eigenvalues are 3 of the 4 that would be given by (11) for

p :2n (i.e. for Q: n), except that the first has multiplicity of one and

not two.

The symmetric subspace of 2-forms should also be considered, but

it is 4-dimensional with a basis similar to that given above and in fact

the eigenvalues of Lr,,(k) on this basis are exactly those given by (11)'

for g - 1.

If all indices are zero.

Lplr¿un4'7'Forlrl:0,andp:2Q,thesymrnetr'icsubsltaceis
only 2-dimensional; it has basis

{rt n,1 n rç2q - 2,r) I e(2q,n),

r- A(rrnrIA e(Zq- 3,n) * airr Ae(2q- 2,n)le(2q- 1,")))

Th,e matrir of L2r,.(k) acting on tltis symrnetric subspace, with respect

to this basis, is then

qc2 -qcJE
-rJE k(5 - nk r q(n- q¡,') ra +

)
wltich, has eigenualues

(12) {k' l.' ¡ nk * q(n - q)c2,k2 fc2 * (n t 1)k + q(n - ø*l)c2}"

(Again, the proof is omitted - given the basis, the matrix and thus

the eigenvalues follow from equation (7).)

These eigenvalues are two of the four that (11) predicts for hl :0,
as the 

"xprãssion 
under the square root which occurs ìn the last 2

eigenvalues of (11) simplifies to become a perfect square when lrl : o.

It can be shown that (1i) also gives the correct eigenvalues for 1-

forms (substituting in q -- n,\'e' p:2n' once more) and 2-forms when

l'Yl : o'

Proof of Theore- (A). The bulk of the work to prove Theorem

(A) has now been done. To complete the proof, note that the spectrum

àt Áo,,it¡ contains all the eigenvalues of Ap-r,,-r(k) 
. 
Rut this latter

set in turn includes all the eigenvalues of Lr-2,.-z(k) and so on' so

that the spectrum of Ao,"(k) contains the spectrum of Ar-",'-,'(k), or'

equivalently, of 4.,'-o+'(k¡, for any r between 1 and 2'
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ao,"(k).

It remains to prove that the given eigenvalue is indeed lowest, and

that its multiplicity is as specified.

Levltiln 4.8. The lowest eigenualue of Le,*(k) is (n - p)k + k'1""'

pROO¡,. Note that this eigenvalue oôcurs; for example, tþo(k)r\ L

. . . A rp is an eigenvector with this eigenvalue'

For most of the eigenvalues in the list given in Theorem (A), it is

clear that they are greater than this eigenvalue (since we are considering

the case k > 0). we need only consider the last eigenvalue which

contains the negative square root. But if c > 0, then we have that

k2
*(2s+n')k+ -n

1
'"'-"( lf 4(n')2c2 + (2g + n')k + 5) ,

r^2

\+(n'-t)k,
c2 2

for n,,g > I. so (for n, : n - p* r) this eigenvalue will always be

gr"rte. fian k2f c2 t (" - p+r - 1)k, which is greater than or equal

lo k2 f c2 * (" - p)k, since we need r ) 1 for this eigenvalue to occur.

Similarly if c ( 0; so all other eigenvalues are greater than the

eigenvalue in question. tr

LErr¿un 4.9. The multipticity of the louest eigenualue of Lr,"(k) is

G)

PnOor'. We note from the proof of the preceding lemma that the

eigenvalues of Ap-,, ^-o+,(k) 
(for r < p) on the symmetric subspace

V:oa;#-r*''ltl ur" strictly greater than the value under consideration,

@ - 1t)k I k" lc', for anY l7l.

This eigenvalue, which occurs as an eigenvalue of As,"-t(k) on the

subspace yo,n-n,o, is found in the spectrum of ao,"(k) due to repeated

applications of Theorem 4.1(ii), together with isometries ¡¡, (for cer'-

tain values of j between 1 and n).

Tlrat is', we have: yo'n-n'o is spectrally equivalenttoVr'n-p{r'ø1'(-e1)
(for some t[ansposition o1), which in turn is spectlally equivalent to

\/2,n-n*2,"2'(-"t-,2) (for. o2 some per-mutation, actually the product of
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ø1 and a disjoint transposition) and so on; by induction, we infer that
yo,n-n,o is spectrally equivalent to Vp,",op'(-"t-"'-ep\ (Here all o¡'s are

in S,, the permutation group on n symbols')

There "." (î) different ways of choosing oo which give different

rnulti-indi""r, ,íhi.h proves this lemma, since all of these subspaces

I/p,n,op'e1,...,-1,0,"',0) are of (complex) dimension 1. ¡

The direct sum of these subspaces, the eigenspace of the lowest

eigenvalue, is the subspace denoted by Lott in [31] as 5p'

This concludes the proof of the lemma and thus proves Theorem

(A)

4. Calculation of Novikov-Shubin invariants

corollary (B) fotlows from Theorem (A) bv analysis of the form

of 1..re-¿^""rìd by showing that the lowest eigenvalue of Ao(k) does

indeed determine the decay, as follows'

We need to first establish how Tr¡e-TAo ...,. be found given only

the eigenvalues of Ar(k) for all k.

Let f be a discrete subgroup of I/, and let "4 be the von Neumann

algebra defined as in section 1.3. suppose we have an operator A in
,¿ïni.n is also l-trace class, is positive, self-adjoint, and has smooth

kernel lrt(*,y). Suppose also that A is not only l-invariant, but also

fI-invariant.

Then LnAu: ALsu, for any g e H, u e L2(H). This implies that

the kernel ãf A satisfies k¡(g-rr'y) : k¡(r'gy) lor all c' y e H' i'e'
tlratka(z,a):kÁL,'-ty)andk¡isaconvolutionkernel'

In particula,-, if A--"nff) for some f e C7@), then

TL¡(A) : vol(///f)t(A),

where ú is the trace defined in Theorem2.2. since rR(cff(I/)) is dense

inV¡r, we have that Tr¡(A) : vol(ÉIll)t(A) for any Ae Vn' (This

aÌgument is taken frorn [2]; see that alticle for more details. The

asJumption ther.e is that the Lie group in question is semi-sirnple, but

the same arguments hold for nilpotent Lie groups, for example Il.)
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So the Plancherel Theorem for H gives that

tØ): [ ft¡@(k))lkl" ctk,
Jrem

where A : /fl.o A(Ðlkf dk. We take A(k) to be the operator A in

the repres"ntuti,ott Ér (since A is left-invariant), so that tr¡ is just the

Hilberì-Schmidt trace àn trace-class operators ot F;k '

one property of this trace is that if {Àj(k)}Ê, are the eigenvalues

of A(k), with )r(k) > )r(k) > . .. , then tr¿(A(k)) : DË' )¡(k)'

Now to apply this theory to our situation. We have to extend all

the tr-aces obã,re by tensoring with the trace on trnd(r\e(b")), but this

carries through all the above calculations. The Laplacian ao,, is (left)

f/-invariant, positive, self-adjoint, and has smooth kernel; therefore, so

does the heat operat r e-t\P,n. Further, the heat operator is bounded,

and thus is in "4.

we still need the eigenvalues of the heat operator; however, it is a

corollary of the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators that if an

operator B has arr eigenvalue ), then e-¿B will have an eigenvalue e-¿À

(in fact, the eigenvector will be the same)'

So given all the eige_nvalues of the Laplacian on ¡rforms on ¡72n*r

in tlre iepresentations þr, *. can determine the pth Novikov-Shubin

invariant.

However, not all of this information is needed just to calculate the

pth Noviko,r-shrrbitt invariant; only the value of the lowest eigenvalue

ãt nolr¡ and its multiplicity (for all k) is strictly necessary, as shown

below.

Here we consider k to be fixed. suppose we have ordered the eigen-

values of ao(k); that is, (indexing by positive integers) so that

)t(k) : ... -- )*(k) < À-+'(k) I )-+r(k) ..'

(where rn is the multiplicity of the lowest eigenvalue). Then

oo oo

r e-")i(ßl - me-r\'(k) -F t e-r^j(k)

i=r j=ml'l

As Ao(k) is an unbounded operator', we have )t(k.).-+ oo as j -+ oo'

so that the last term will be of the order of e-TÀr(/c) as ? -+ oo, and

will thus not affect the decaY.
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We digress for a moment to estimate the gap between the lowest

eigenvaluá and the next lowest. To find the next smallest eigenvalue of

Ae,?,(k), we examine the smallest eigenvalue on each symmetric sub-

,pu"" I(ih,l+''n for g - 0,1,... and r:1,...,P. This is given by

lc2fcz +izg + n - p + r)k* (n * p - r)c212+ L(" - r)l2J(, - p +

lrl2))c2 +c1f;@-p*r)2c2 f 4+(2g *n-p*r)k*k2lc2) (from (11))'

Iì .u" be shown (for example, by considering g to be a continuous

var-iable and differentiating this eigenvalue with respect to 9) that this

eigenvalue increases as g increases.

Thus the smallest of these eigenvalues occurs when g : 0; in this

case, the square root simplifies and the relevant eigenvalue is just (n -
p+r_I)k+k2lc2+ L(r- I)12)(n-n+lrl2))c2. For r ) 1, this exceeds

il'" ,-uil"st eigenvalue k2 f c2 * (" - p)k bv (r - l)k + L(" - t) IZJ(y-
n t lr l2))c2. (Fo. 

""u-ple, 
the gap is exactly k when r : 2') For

'r" : i, *J''u" recovered the lowest eigenvalue; we must therefore look at

the eigenvalue above it, which occurs when 9: 1'

Set m : n - p 1- l; then this eigenvalue can be written k2 f c2 +

þn + 2)k ¡ mc2 f2 - rtf(*'9" I ! + @ + 2)k * k2 I c2)' For rn I 2, this

àig"n,rulrl" is gr.eater than. # f c2 I rnlc (the proof is by contradiction),

*hi.h in turn is greater thank2f c2 +("-p)k. So iln-p21, the gap

between these two eigenvalues is at least k.

Finally we have the case fl: P,r: Ir9: l' The relevant eigen-

value is k2f c2 + 3k + "'12 - c1fic214 + 3k + k'1,') (compared to the

lowest eigenvalue of t*f c2). This eigenvalue is harder to estimate, but

it can be proved that:

o for k ) 
"'13, 

this eigenvalue is greater than k2 f-c2 ¡ k;

o for k I 
"'13, 

this eigenvalue is greater thart' 4le2 f c2'

The gap is thus at least k for large k and 3k2 f c2 for small k. (I"
fact, the Ligenvalue tends to k2 f c2 +2k as k approaches positive infinity,

and tends io 8k2 f c2 I k2 as k apploaches 0.) Recall that this is only if
?r: p; otherwise, the gaP is k.

A further complication occnrs if the multiplicity of the lowest eigen-

value of ao(k) varies with k; however, this is not the case here. As

proved above, the multiplicity of the lowest eigenvalue of the Laplacian

on the Heisenberg group depends only on n and p'

Finally we need to considel the lelevant integrals. FoI a ) 0 and

å > 0 constants, and rn a positive integer, it can be shown (see for
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example [2S]) that

Io* 
f^"-r(¿ß+È2./(ß)) *: (:r)

rn*l

Ji(m-L)(m-3\...r

+ O(T-*-2) as T -+ oo,

and

I"* ¡rm 
"-Tbk2 

¿¡r,

if rn is even,

if rn is odd

for /(k) any power series in k (which is positive for all k > 0)'

From the above discussion, we see that H2"+r is L2 acyclic, i.e. has

all L2 Betti numbers zero; this is since limT-a- Tr¡(e-"ao) : 0' This

was in fact known previously; see [35].

From the above integrals: \f p < n,, we have that the decay of

Trr e-rL, : 
lorr*"-rao(n,k) 

lr^ dk

is determined by the lowest eigenvalue, so that the integral-is of the

first kind, with rr¿ : n and ¿ : n -p (with f@ -- fl"')' Thus

ao(Hzn+r) : , + 1 if p 1 n, and using the Hodge star operator, if
p>n*L.

If p : n, the decay of the trace of the heat kernel is again determined

by thà lowest eigenvalue k' l"' , ald thus by an integral of the second

kind, with ,r: n and b: llc2. Thus a'(f1zn+r) - Ilz(n + 1) :
o,n+t(Hz"*l), again using the Hodge star operator'

The remainder of corollary (B) follows from the definition of the

Novikov-shubin invariants, the fact that they are homotopy-invariant

(see [2a]), and the fact that the first Novikov-shubin invariant a1(M)

àf u -unifold M is a function only of the fundamental group of. M.

This last result was proved in [32].



CHAPTBR 5

Other nilpotent Lie groups

But the trouble was that ignorance became more interest-

ing, especially big fascinating ignorance about huge and

important things like matter and creation, and people

stopped patiently building their little houses of rational
sticks in the chaos of the universe and started getting in-

terested in the chaos itself-partly because it was a lot
easier to be an expert on chaos, but mostly because it
made really good patterns that you could put on a t-shirt'

Terry Pratch'ett, Witches Abroad

In this chapter, we present various results that follow from or are

lelated to the previous chapters.

we discuss other nilpotent Lie groups, with some results completely

general and others only applicable to certain types of step 2 nilpotent
Lie groups.

1. General nilpotent Lie groups

For all of the following sections, the universal reference for back-

ground and definitions is [7], which covers these topics in detail; this

,lefe.en.e will be assumed even if not specifically mentioned.

section are necessary for later sections.)

we first outline the notation that will be used frequently in the rest

of this chapter.

Let n be a general nilpotent Lie algebÌa, with ,^/ the coÌresponding

connected ancl simply connected Lie group. (Again, ly' is unique up to

70
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isomorphism; see [7].) Let ¿ be the centre of n, and þ the complement

of ¿. Let I be the dimension of ¿, and m the dimension of u'

Kirillov theory. Take any element À € n*. Then we can define a

character (.r on Z (tlre centre of lú, and the image of ¿ under exp) to

be (¡(exp z) : ¿;^(').

Let n-¡ be the representation of l{ induced (in the sense of Mackey)

from this representat\on Ç or z. we write 'Jlx lor its representation

space. W" u,iso denote the corresponding representation of n by n'¡.

I{irillov theory (see for example [zo]) tetls us that every unitary

representation n of N is unitarily equivalent to zr¡ for some ); further-

rrrore) two representations 7(s,7Tsr are unitarily equivalent iff they are in

the sáme Ad;(¡i ) orbit, i.e. if there exists an element g of l/ such that

À : Ad.g()'). That is, Ñ is the set of Ad.(/{) orbits of n*'

(Recall that for any Lie group G with Lie algebra g, the coadjoint

map Ad* is a map from G x g* to g* defined by

((Ad.r)/)(Y) : /((Ad"-')Y),

for all Y € g,l € g*, and r € G. One definition of the adjoint map

Ad: G x s -) g i'lRa("reX))(Y): e"dx(Y), i.e' (Ad(erpX))(Y):
DL, .\çiaX¡"V, where (adX))' : [X, Y]. These definitio's and more

can be found in [7].)

In particular, for any elements I4l of ¿ and ) of n*, we have that

"^(W): JiÀ(\4l)Id
since zr¡ is a unitary representation.

we'll actually consider the conjugate representation zr¡, since re-

sults from the Heisenberg group (where B¡ was the relevant represenba-

tion) will then be more easily comparable. Again, this representation

is cánonically isomorphic to 7r-¡, and so we'll write its representation

space u"'11-l; it also corresponds to left-invariant operators. Note that

forWeâ,
¡¡(w): -{i xw)ld.

The Plancherel theorem for nilpotent Lie groups. we define

the l¡ilinear form ó¡ on n associated to any ) € n* as follows:

ó.r(X,Y) :: )([X, Y]).
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We also define the radical of this bilinear form, rl, as ?^¡ :: {X e n :

b>,(X,Y):0 Vy € nÌ. Then ó¡ is non-degenerate on n/r¡; from the

theory of linear algebra, we know that this space is even-dimensional,

of dimension2n say.

Let {X1, ...,Xrn} be a basis for n/r¡. Then the Pfaffian Pf(À) is

defined, up to sign, by

Pf())'? : det B,

wlrere B is the matrix with (i,7)th entry b¡(X;,X¡). Once a choice

of sign is made, Pf(À) is a polynomial function of À; specifically, a

polynomial in À1,. . . , )-+r (where )t : À(X,)) of degree n (see [46])

Then it is well-knor¡/n (see for example [7]) that the Plancherel

measure on r) is Lebesgue measure on .f{ multiplied by Pf()); that is,

r
L,(N) = Jr'.tlxØ 

7l_ÀlP())ldÀ.

Again, we take the Laplacian on pforms on .|y', A, to be left-

invariant, and write Ao(À) for its decomposition in the representation

n¡. That is, Ao()) is an operator on '17-¡Ø Ao(n.).

Lower bound on spectrum. For general nilpotent gloups' we

can in fact use a similar method to that of section 3.2 to find a lower

bound on the spectrum of the Laplacian in a representation.

THeoRptr¡ 5.1. For any À € n*,

ao(À) > l(À1,)|'?Id.

PRoop. For l/ and n as above, Iet {X1 ,-.-,,X^} be a basis fol
u and {Wr,. . . ,Wù a basis for ¿, with {r*',,. . . ,rw'} the dual basis.

Identify these elements with left-invariant vector fields and l-forms as

before.

Define the operato'-s d" ': Dl=r e(rwo)Wn and d, :: d - d', which

both take L2 vrorrns on ly' to L2 (p * l)-forms on 1ú. Define the

structure constants of n, C!¡, by the equation lXr,X¡]: Ðt Cl¡Xr'
Now r/, can be written

l"ftj)x¡ + t c!,e(ri)e(ri)i(xr)
TN

du:
j=r i,j,k
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(where the last term implicitly includes the case that X* : W-r, \'e'
ilrut X* is in the centre), but importantly, there is no term e(rwo) in

d,(foranyq:1,...,/).
This implies that i(Wq)d' + d"i(Wq): 0' which means that did' r

d.,d: :0, since di: - Dl=, i(Wq)Wq. Similarly did" + d,d; : g'

So

Ae : @,; + d*")(d,, + d") + (d" + d,)(d; + d:)

: d;d" + d"d; + did" + did,
I

: d;d" + d,r|; -Ð*:
q=l

-Ð*3
q=l

wlrere the inequality follows since d:d, + d"di is a positive operator.

But this means that

Ao(À) > t À(wò'.
q=l

Explicit formulae for d, d*. From now on, we'll consider l/ to

be a stlp 2 nilpotent Lie group. In this case, any element 4 € n* can

ìr" r"pr"rentedluniquely) by an element ) € ô* within the same Ad.¡ú-

orbit. In particular, 4 and À agree on ¿, i.e. n(W) : 
^(W) 

for all W € ô,

which i, ill th.t's relevant fol the definition of the representation and

bilinear form defined by À: i.e. lrs:lrqt and b¡: ór'

Let {X1, ...,X*+t} be an orthonormal basis for n, and let X¡ alsg

denote the left-invariant vector field derived from X¡. Let {"t, . . . ,r**t}
be the corresponding basis of 1-forms. Then with respect to these bases,

we can find ãxplicit formulae for d, d" and the Laplacian on 1-forms at

least.

!
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If we select a basis xt r. . . ¡ x^+r for n, and let the structule con-

stants of n be C!,, that is [X,, X¡]: ÐoC!¡Xr, then we have that

m*lml

d
i=l i,j=I k-l

m*l rn I

ct* : - t i(xi)xi+ t lc!,"(,k)i(xi)i(xi),
i:t i'j:L k=r

[x¿, x ¡]e(ru)¿(x ¡) + x: - D x tc!,"iri¡zixn;ll1
k

+ t clox i e(ri)i(x t ) - clol ci"çr')¡(x^)

ll1

k>j

k>j

q

If instead we allow {Xr, . . . , X^+t} to be complex vector fields (or to

be an algebraic basis for "(n) ), 
then we have slightly diffelent formulae:

n*l m I

d : | "(,¿)xo 
+ t I c!t"(,i)e(ri)t(x*),

i=t i,j=l k-l
m*l rn I

d* : - t i(xi)xi+ t ley'"ç'r)i(xi)i(xi)'
i=l i,j=l k-l

/ m*l

- I f lX¿, x¡le(ro)¿(x¡) + Nixi - t x¡c!,"('i)i(xo)
\¿,i=r k

(r3) +t Õ1rxi"(,')i(xr)-Clrlci"l"\¡(x*)
q

Raising and lowering operators. Motivated by experiences with

the Ileisenb"rg g.o,rps, we seek operators which are raising and lower-

ing with lespect to the Laplacian on functions in a representation, in

thã hope that this will provide a framework for calculations on pforms.

we'll l,ook for these operators in zr¡(u(n)), the image of the nniversal

enveloping algebra in a representation, to which ao(À) belongs.

That is, we'd like operators U(À) e u(n) such that

lao(À), u())l : /(À)v())
for some scalar /(À) (\ ê actually only consider'first degree differential

operators, i.e. complex linear. combinations of our basis fol n.)
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For structure constants C!¡ defined as above, we have that

75

[Ao'x¡] -\lx?,xil
m

i=l
fn

i=l
- Dtxtx u, x ¡l * Íx¿, x ilxi)

+llnÍn

-c \- \-/--/ ,a X;C Xxk

i-l k-n*l

So that in a rePresentation,
rnP

lao(À), xi ())l : 2/--1ll x;c;+n sn.

i=l q=l

If we have an operator A()) : Ð!ta¡X¡(À), then

[ao()),,a())] :2{1Ë i a¡x¿cff+qÀ,'
i,j=l q=l

To find our raising and lowering operators, we require that for any

i : 1,. ...Tn) 
n t

2t[--1t t aici+q 
^q: 

.f ())a;'
j=l q=L

If we define a matrix C with (t, j)th entry tflDtr=rCi*n, then the

condition becomes that a : (ai) € Cl is an eigenvector of C, corre-

sponding to the eigenvalue ;/()).
What can we say about the matrix C? It is anti-symmetric, since

Cf¡: -C!;;further, it is self-adjoint (all constants Cf, ate real). So it
has real eigenvalues.

suppose that a is an eigenvector of c with eigenvalue A, that is

ca :-Ac'. Ir we take the complex conjugate of this equation, we have

that Ca - Aa_(since A is real). But each entry of C is purely imagi-

nary, so that C-- -C,and,Ca: -Ao]; that is, a is an eigenvectorof

C *itfr eigenvalue -4. That is, eigenvalues come in positive-negative

pairs; this is confirmed by the fact that the trace of C is zero'

We proceecl to investigate the commutation relations of these oper-

ators with each other.
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Suppose that a is an eigenvector of C with eigenvalue A and that
p is in eigenvector.of C with eigenvalue B, such that A + B. Let

U -- Ð;a¿X¿ and Il : D¡ þ¡X¡. Then

lU,Vl: t a¿B¡C!,X¡,,
i,j,

and in the representation zr¡,

lu(À), Y(À)l : -J=lc';B¡cl+o s,'
1,1,4

But this is just [U()),y(À)] - drCP. Now C is anti-symmetric (i.e.

Cr : -C),io that' ar C B is - AaT B and also Bo' þ, v hich means that

[U(À),y(i)] :0 unless A: -B (for example,if B: û, as discussed

"frà""¡. 
Ìn'itti, case, [[/()),y(À)] : (o,B), where \',Y): rrv is the

standard inner product on 0.

So for any À € ¿*, we can find (using a Gram-Schmidt process with

respect to this inner product) an orthonormal basis {u¡;,}T=t fol u.

This basis can be further divided into three subsets: those ele-

rrrents yj) corresponding to positive eigenvalues þ¡s of C, those ele-

ments (J¡¡n,\ : IJ js colr-espond.ing to negative eigenvalues -þi^ of C,

and those elements (J¡¡zn,s corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of C '

(Here m :2n * /' for some n, /'.)

These satisfy the commutation relations r¡(lU¡x,Uo^]) : 6¡¡.,k1i\
\f j < k, and tr([Ao, U¡xl):2P,¡sU¡x.

In tþe next section, we'll see under what conditions C has zelo for'

an eigenvalue.

Using these operators, one can easily see that the spectrum of As())
(the Lapìacian on functions in the representation r¡) is given by

I ,l; +l?,; + r)p¡¡
n

q=l j:r

where the coefficients c¡ range over the set of non-negative integers.

This result agrees with the calculations of Pesce in Appendix A of

[43], after an appropriate re-scaling.

2. Square-integrable representations

The main reference for this section is [S7].
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We say that a representation zr of a nilpotent Lie group lú with

centre Z \s square-integrable if there exist 11, 12 € ?/- such that

l*¡rlftG)*r,ir)l2rtu(s) < oo (where u \s the Haar measure on NIZ).

If zr : zr¡ for some À € n* as above, we define a bilinear folm ó¡ on

nf 6 as follows:
b^(X,Y) : À([X' Y])

for any X,Y e nftr. Then it was shown in [SZ] that zrr is square

integrable if and only if ó¡ is non-degenerate'

That is, zr¡ is square-integrable iff the matrix c deflned in section

5.1 does not have zero as an eigenvalue'

Further, l/ has square-integrable representations if and only if the

symmetr.ic algebra oi ¿ ir equal to the centre of u(n), the universal

enveloping algebra, and in such a case, the Plancherel measure is con-

centrated on the square-integrable representations. That is, the set of

all non-square-integrable representations has Plancherel measure zero

([37])"

In this case, it can be also be shown that U is even-dimensional-

so if zÍr is a square-integrable representation, then the matrix c
has no zer-o eigenvalues. In this case) we have that rn : dimþ : 2n

for some n; for any J - 1,. . . )n) we wúte Z¡s for U¡x', and Z¡s for

Uj +nÀ.

We can define elements Xr.l and Y¡x of. u(n) as follows:

x¡x:: ftfr,^ ¡ 
z¡), Y¡x:: Çft,^ - z¡x).

In fact, we can consider x¡s,Yis to be elementsof n (since their coeffi-

cients with respect to the original basis are real); they form a basis of

u. A few calculations give that À([X¡.r,Y¡r]) :6¡*[t¡Àt and in zr¡(u(n))'

[Ao()), ¡ ¡X ¡ >,1 : -zJi," ¡ xn sY¡ s-

summary of how to compute X¡x. We briefly summarize the

preceding process, i.e. how the elements X¡.1 and Y¡.1 a.re calculated.

fo, u.r,y ãlement ) of n* such that zr¡ is square-integrable:

(i) Form the matrix C with ç;i : ,t=DCl¡Ào'
1ìij f,"t a¡ € U be an eigenv:ctor of C wit¡ positive eigenvalue

(then 
-o¡ 

i. ttt eigenvector with negative eigenvalue)'

(iii) òefine Z¡^,:Ðo¡X¡ and Z¡s,: D o¡X¡, which ale in tr(n)'
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(iv) Define X¡t,:: hD@¡+o¡)X¡,Y¡¡:: #Ð@,_o¡)X¡, which

We will also think of Z¡s, Z¡x, Xix and Y¡r as (complex) left-invariant

vector fields on N.

Exnupr,p 3. The schrödinger representaton pn defined in section

2.2 \s a n of H2n+r, since it can be

thought corresponding to ) e f¡., with

^(14/\ 
-- non-degenerate on n/¿'

3. Heisenberg-tYPe groups

Let n be a step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra with positive definite inner

product (.,.). Foreach elementW e ¿, define a skew-symmetric linear

tlansformation J(W) from o to u bY:

(J(W)X,Y) -- (W, [X, v])

fol all X,Y e v.

DpprNrrroN. A step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra n with metric (.,.) i.
of Heisenberg type (or H-type) Í J(W)'z : -lwl2Id on þ for allw e 6.

we can then derive the following formulae concerning J(W):

(14) (J(W)X,J(W')X): (W,W')lXl2

(15) (J(w)x, J(w)Y) : (x,Y)lwl'z

(16) lJ(w)xl : lxllwl
(17) J(W) o J(W') + J(W') o J(W)

which are true for all W,W' in ¿, and foÌ all X,Y in u; they can be

found in, for example, [8].

There is a connection between J(W) and representations 7rÀ; to see

it more clearly, we'll need the following notation'

DpplNruoN. Let {lMr,...,wt} be an orthonormal basis for ¡, and

{r*r,.. .,rw,} the dual basis for ¿*.

Fo.- any element W -- Ð'n=rAnW, of ¿ (with Ao e R')' define

Àey ::Ð Arr*0,

the corresponding element of ¿*.

q=I
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Similarly, for any element ): Ðl=, Bnrwo of ô*, define the corre-

sponding element W¡ of 6 bY

Ws::ÐtoWo.
q=l

Trivially, Àw^ -- ) and W^* - W

Now by definition,

(18) (J(W^)U,V) : 
^(lU,Vl),

for all ) € ¿*, [J,V \n u' EquivalentlY,

(J(W)U,Vl: 
^w(lU,Vl)

for all W € â,U,V €. Þ, and we use these two equations interchangably.

All H-type groups have square-integrable representations' as demon-

strated in the following lemma.

Lputr¡¡. 5.2. Ir N is a H-type group, then for any non,-zero element

\ of â*, the corresponding representation ns is square-integrable'

PnOOf,. Let À be any non-zelo element of ¿*. Recall from the pre-

vious section that n'¡ is square-integrable iff ór is non-degenerate.

suppose that å¡ is degenerate: that is, that there exists an element

U ori such that b^(U,v):0 for allv e o' That is, for all v € u'

À([u' v]) : o

+ (J(W^)U,V| : o

by (1g). But this is true for all v, so that J(w¡)u :0. But then

igU;'U : 0 also, which implies that U : 0 since lu' is H-type'

Thus ó¡ is non-degenerate, and zr¡ is therefore a squale-integrable

representation. !

Useful for our pulposes will be the following lemma, which has

a straightforward proof, but is not (as far as I know) found in the

literature.

Lnuun 5.3. Letn be any step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra uith positiue

d.ef,nite inner prod,uct (., -) ' Th'en n is H-ty2te if and only if Jor genet'ic

) € n", th.ere is a bosis iXr^, Y¡^ji=, of o such that

À([Xr,t'X¡r]) :0 : À([Y;r,Yr.rJ)
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fo, j,lc : I,. . . ,n, and

)([X¡.r, Yr.r]) : á¡tl)l

where we talce the inner product on rf to be that ind'uced' by the inner

ytroduct on n.

PROOF.,. suppose n is H-type. choose any non-zero ) € n*; in fact,

we will assume without loss of generality that I € ¿. (replacing À by

another element in its Ad.(¡/) orbit if necessary)'

As in section 5.2, we construct a basis x¡srY¡s which satisfies the

equations )([X¡^,Yr..ll) : /i.r, where pj^> 0. This is a basis for all of

u since zr¡ is a ,qrrur"-int"grable representation (from Lemma 5.2).

By (18), this basis also satisfies

(J (W¡)X¡>,,Y*>,)

which implies J(W¡)X¡t : ¡t'¡sY¡si

similarly, J(W¡)Y¡>, : -¡t¡xX¡s
¿ l(ll/^),X¡^ : -Uz¡xX¡>,.

But n is H-type, so þ3x -- lW|' : l)lt, so that Pi^: l)1, which proves

one half of the lemma.

Conver.sely, suppose that for non-zero À € n*, there is a basis with
the given properties.

choose any elementw of ¿; Iet À¡,7 be its dual element as defined

above. Then by assumption, there is a basis {X¡^,Y¡x}T=t of o satisy-

ing the given commutation relations. In particular, again using (18),

l(W¡X¡^ : lÀwlY¡.r, and J\W)Yj^: -l)¡'lX¡.r' This rneans that

J(W)'": -|Àwl'Iá : -lwl2Id on all of u. But this is true for all

W e a, so n is H-tYPe. !

CoRot l,RRy 5.4. For any fl.,), as aboue, the basis X¡x,Y¡s satisfi'es

I
lX¡s,\'¡xl: # Ð^r*r.lnl;

Pnoop. Define I/¡ as before. As noted in the proof of the preceding

lemnra, we have that J(lU¡)Xr,t: lÀlf¡.r. But from equation (14), we
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have that for anY P : 1,. . . ,1,

îWí;'¡:'i: 
*u

But this is true for all p, so the result follows' n

NOre . This corollary says nothing about other commutation rela-

tions, such as [X¡¡,Xn>,); indeed, the only groups for which all other

commutation relations vanish are the Heisenberg groups'

creation and annihilation operators. creation and annihila-

tion operators and a complete basis for ')ls car. now be defined, analo-

gourly to their definition fot f!.
Let a¡,cj (for j : I,...,n) be the operators on'lls defined by:

n¡ : J-llSl-tl2nx(Zi>,), aj : J:IlÀl-'l""^(Z¡^)'

Then la¡,aj\: Id. we call a¡ an annhilation operator and øj a creation

operator'.

Define úo()) to be "lll"ll.
For any multi-index P € Z\, we define

Then {rþB})}p.r,¡ is a complete basis of ?/¡ - otherwise, again, it
woulcl be the basis fol a closed, zr¡-invariant subspace o1'Ì7s.

This leads to an explicit realisation of the representation n¡, with

representation space f-), the generalized anti-Fock space (i.e. the

conjugate to the generalized Fock space [44])

This space is defined as

F-^ :: {F : F is defined and anti-holomorphic on all of C,
f
I Vrøl2e-l^ll"l214 d.z < æ\.
Je

I

ø
tþB(À) :: )o*)þ'þo )
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l2,
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(ry)
L12

-2( zj, whlcn

úo()) : (#)"'' ,,þo(^): (#)"'' ,-.,r,o,(+)
2Þ

ø

p12

An explicit formula for the Laplacian. For H-type groups, the

formulae for the Laplacian in particular simplifies, so that we have

n

a,()) I 
)' I + n 

I 
I | + ltzltl";" ¡ + l^l(i(z ¡) "("i) + e(ri )t(21¡¡

j=l

nl

+ t D(trf^¡c!,,e(ri) + z'i(^)ci+.,¡e(ri)
i,j:l q=r

¡ z ¡ ( À) C 1,, +,e(r; ) + z i (^) C l+.,¡ ¡,"(r; ¡) i (W n)

+ (z i (^)ci,,i(z ;) + z i(^)cl+*,¡i(zr¡
+ z j (^) c i, ¡ ¡.i ( z ;) + z.j (^) c i+*,¡ *-i ( z;)) e(r- t)

I

+ t 2ne(r-')i(Wo)
q=l

There are similarities with the formula for the Laplacian on pforms

on the Heisenberg group (7), but the middle terms (involving clJ and

so on) are rather different. NeverthelessT we can partially enumerate

the eígenvalues of this Laplacian in a representation, using these simi-

larities.

Lsr\4Nln 5.5. For any multi-indet B e Z\,we define the foLlowing

elem,ents of 'Ì1-x I n*.'

u1 ::f þ¡ + l rþp+.¡ (l)ti, u2 :: f Jg¡rþB-",(À)ri,
j=l

n

j=l

ug ,: I ÀrrþB(À)r-o
q=l
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Then {u1,uz,ut} span a L1(À)-inuariant subspace of 77-sSn* ' Further,

with respect to these elernents, At()) has matrt'x

a'(À) (lÀl(2lBl + n) + l)1'?)Id+

lÀl 0

0 -l)l
-l^l-'/,(pl + ") l^l-'t'lpl

and eigenualues

{lÀl(2lBl +n) +lÀ12,

l)l(2lBl + n) -F l)l'+

:
-l^l't'
lÀl'/'

n

n
-+2

n2
+ l)l(2lPl + n) + l)1'z

4

The matrix described in this lemma would be self-adjoint if the

1-forms 1)r,1J2,u3 wer€ correctly normalized' Further, the first of the

above eigenvalues comes from the action of d on functions (i.e. the

.o.r"rporrding eigenvector is in Imd), but the other two do not'

Note the similarities between this lemma and Lemma 4.6; in fact,

if we set c: l,and identify k with lÀl and l'yl with lBl, the eigenvalues

agree exactly.

Symmetry operators on H-type groups' In fact, 
-H-typ" 

groups

ar. eåsily .l.rrifi"d. The following result was noted by Kaplan in [28].

pROpOSnroN 5.6. The rna¡t J : ¿ -+ End(U) ertend's to a repre-

sentation of the Clifford algebra of tr"

That is, þ is a Clifford module over Cl(¿)"

Recall that for any leal vector space v and quadratic for-m q on

1,2, the clifford. algebra ct(v,q) associated to v and q is an associative

algebra wiih unit defined u, fãÍlo*r (this definition is taken from [30]).

Let T(V) be the tensor algebra of v, which can be defined as

)-a^ Ø'I/. where 8oV is just C multiplied by a unit and T(V) is

"",:;i-.tg"fr.. D"fine Ir(v\ to be the ideal of r(fl generated by all

elernents of the form o I u + q(u, )1, for all u € v. Then the clifford

algebra Ct(V,q) is the quotient of 
"(lz) 

bv the ideal Io(V)'

In otheÌ woLds, Ct(V,q) is generated by elements ef l/; fol u e V'

we write c(u) for clifford multiplication by u (i.e. the colresponding

element '" CíçV,q)). Then C(u)C(u:) + C(tn)C(u): -Zq(u,u)'
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An explicit example of the structure of H-type gloups' as related

to Clifforá modules, it fouttd in [a]' where the cases dim¿: 1,3 and 7

are discussed.

Now it is also well-known (see for example [30]) that for any finite-

climensional vector space V, if dim V = 3 (mod 4), then Cl(V ) has

two non-isomorphic irreducible representations, and that otþerwise it
only has one. (Atl of these representations are finite-dimensional.)

we consider first the case that dim ¿ is not congruent to 3, mod

4. Let M be the unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible module for

Ct(ù, and let mbe its dimension' Then

u=-MtØ"'ØM,
for some r, where each M¿ is a copy or M.In particular, the action of

Ct(A) is the same on each M¡. That is, we can find a basis {Xr}il-, "f
u (wlrere X¡ e A/t¡itr m,(i - 1) < i < *i), such that

(20) lX-¡+i, X^i+tl : lX¡, Xt]

for all j,l:1,...,rn, and for all i:1,"',r - 1'

The structure constants are similarly related: for all i, j,l,Q in the

appropriate sets, we have that Cl;*¡,*¿+t: Cl,t'

so whenever dim ¿ is not congruent to 3 mod 4, we have the fol-

lowing definition.

DeFtNIrtoN. The (i, j) symmetry operator on fl', X'ii, is defined for

all 1 < i < i 3r by thefollowing rules: Xl¡ is linear, ¡1, maps X*(;-t).+l

to X*1¡-1¡" ã¿ X*(j-t\+t to X*1;-1¡¡¿ for I :1,' ' ' , rn, and X|¡ is tlie

identity on the complement of M; G M¡'

(For example, if we think of þ as M' , then X'rr(urru2¡''', u') would

just be (ur,ur,...,r').)

If dim¿ ry 3 (mod 4), then let u and I/ be the non-isomorphic

irr.educible modulàs for cl(). The complement þ must be isomoÌphic

to Ur O " 'Ø U,O V"+r O " O Vr+", fot some r) s' whele ¿ acts on each

U¿ as on (l and on each l/¡ as onV'

In this case, we clefine XiT only fol 1 ( i < j <r or for r * I ( i <
j < r f s, but the rest of the definition is the same'

Lotr¡n¡n 5.7. with notation as aboue, uh,eneuer X';¡ i's defined, it is
a Lie algebra isornorPhism'

The proof is trivial, given (20)
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4. The ((Doublett Heisenberg Group
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In this last section, we investigate a particular class of H-type

gÌoups: those with 2-dimensional centre. we know from the above

ãlu.sific.tion that there will be at most one such group of a given di-

mension (up to isomorphism); in fact, since the irreducible modules of

c¿(R.r) are 4-dimensional, a H-type group with 2-dimensional centre

must have dimension 4n 12, for some positive integer n'

DppINlrlON. Let pant2 denote the "double" Heisenberg group of

dimension 4n * 2. That is, the Lie algebra ¡an*2 of pan*z has basis

{Xrr. . . , Xnn,Wr,Wr} and non-zero commutation relations defined by

lXo¡*r, Xnj+"f : Wt, lxn¡*t, Xnj+nl: wz'

lXnj*r, Xn¡+r) - Wz, lXn¡*', Xn¡*nl -- -Wt
for j:0,..-,n-I.

(we also write D instead oç pan+z and D instead o1¡an+2 when the

dimension is understood.)

structure as a clifford module. why is the complement, u, a

Clifford module over Cl(¿) in this case?

It is well-known (see for example [eo]) that the clifford algebra

with two generators, c¿(R2), is isomorphic to the quaternions llil, with

C("r) identified with i, C("r) with j, and C(e1)C(eÐ with k' That is,

tlre repre.entation of J(W) acting u is left multiplication by i (and

J(lU2) is left multiplication by j) on [ll''

For example, if we identify AXt * BXz * DXa * EXz with A *
Bi + Dj + Ek, then we have the following correspondences:

J(Wt)Xr: Y" ê i-I: i,

J(Wt)Xr: -Xn a1 i-k: -i,
J(!4/r)Xt : Yo ê i.l: i,
J(lMr)Xr: Yt 1-¡ j-k : i.

Recall that [X1 ,Xr]: IV1 implies that J(WrW: X3' by definition

of J (lM1).

(The convolutecl identification here is due to my not initiallv real-

izing the connection with ctifford modules, but instead arriving at this

Lie ãlgebr.a in a different way - by considering the "complexification"
of the Heisenberg algebra.)
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Raising and lowering operators. We begin by defining the rais-

ing and lowering operators for D6, then indicate how to generalise to
pan*2.

Þbr any non-zero À € ¿*, the eigenvalues of the matrix C are *l)1,
since D6 ir U-type. If we take the corresponding eigenvectors for the

coefficients of the raising and lowering operators, these are given by:

rÀ :: /^'o^''t + i^2x2+ lÀlx')'

ztx :: firio^'X'' - 
iÀzXz+ lÀlx3)'

zzs :: 
¡fi¡¡to^,*t - 

i)'tXz+ lllxn),

zts :: j* t-o^rXr * iÀzxz+ lllx4)'
/21Àl '

These elements of u(O) have the following non-zero commutation rela-

tions:

lZrs, hsl : 

^ 
ll'm + 

^2W2) 
-- lZrs, Z¡sl,

lzrs, zrxl : frt-^r*' 
-l Àtwz) : -lzv¡, z2sl.

But again, since D is a H-type group, in the representation n¡ we have:

n ¡(lZ1¡, Z7¡l) : lÀl : trs(lZzs, ZzÀ),

7T^(lh^, Z2^)) - 0 : trs(lZts' Zz^D'

For n ) 2, the remaining zis and z¡'s are defined analogously; for

example,

zzs :: ¡fiU^'*' + i^2x6+ lÀlx?)'

As we know, the commutation relations also carry over unchanged.

we again wr.ite {rt ,rt , . . . ,T2n,r2n} ror the dual basis corresponcl-

ing to {Zr^,...,2^^}.
we clefine the creation and annihilation operators on ?l-r as we did

for all H-type grouPs:

o¡ : J:tlÀl-rl2rx(z¡x), aj: Jal\l-t/'"^(zl).
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Commuting operators. For Da" s X'¡i

are easily defined; for example, y'r, irt and

X6, and so on, or equivalently, Z¡ and Z3s,

and Z2s and Z4s are interchanged.

we can define transposition operatots u;¡ as for the Heisenberg

group, in terms of a¡ and "(ri), but they do not commute with the

Laplacian on l-forms, At()). Instead, if n22,

[A'(À), [Jn - Uazf :0 : [41(À),U", - Un]i

and I conjecture that a1(À) also commutes with [/z¡ - uqt and thus

with Usz - Uß.

The Laplacian on l-forms does not even commute with u¡ or u22,

but instead with [Jn -(J22, so that there is no corresponding subspace

l/r,nt, but instead two disjoint subspaces, as we'll see shortly'

use could be made of these operators in some way, but the situation

is somewhat more complicated than for the Heisenberg gÌoup - due

primarily to the extra non-zero commutation relations'

some eigenvalues of the Laplacian on l-forms. For any multi-

inclex p € zl with all indices positive, define the following 1-forms for

j : \,.'.,ft:

: 
"r¡(þBQDr2i-' - a2¡-{þB(À))r2i

: 
"î¡þþBQDTF - ai¡-r(tþBQ\r2i

: 
"î¡_r?þ80))r"i-' + ai¡(þp(À))rzi

: az¡-{tþB(À))rF * a2¡(þB(À))r2i

THpoRnvl 5.8. ff n ) 2, then for any multi-index B e V'\, the

Laplacian Ar()) ¡n ihe representation trs acting on l-forms on D4nt2

has the following eigenuectors and eigenualues:

. (ls:' {lq)ur- (þt* þz)uz, "', (þr,-t* þ,.)u'-' - (þ'"-tt 72n-z)un'
iorr"r7r'ord,iig to th,e eigenua'tue lÀl(2n - 3 + zl/l) + l^|'z ;

. (0"* gqI2)r, - @t + þz*2)u2,...,(0r.-, I þ2.*2)u.-t -
i.Br"-" I þ2.-z * 2)u,, corresponding to the eigenualue lÀl(2n -l
3+2l7l) + lÀl';

. (0, t 0òw, - (þt * þr)-r,"',(þr.-t * þz')w*-t - (02'-z *
þr- -r)-^,, ,orr"ipord'ing to trc eigenuatue lÀl(Zn*t+2lBl)+l)1"

uj

uj

uj

uj
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. (þ"* þq*2)-'r- @r+ þr*2).'r,.-.,(þr.-r* þr**z)w'"-t -
i.Br"-" I 7zn'-z + \ìw',, corres,tonding to the eigenualue lÀl(2n -
r +zl7l) + l)l'.

There are also tuo a1())-inuariant subspaces with bases

t
j--t

rLt
j=r

,,,*u¡, À2r*'\ - ,*rt-')

n

j=l
.j,Dw'¡,)rr-' * Àzr-'

With respect to these bases, At(l) has matrices

(zl)l(n + lpl) + l)|'?)Id+

/ -31)l o

I o 3l)l

\ -l,tl-"'lBl -l^l-'/"(l/l + z"¡

and

(21Àl(n + lPl) + lÀ1'?)Id+
/l)l 0

I o -l)l
\ - ¡^¡-"' (þl + z") -l^l-,/'lpl

Or¿ th"e second subspace, At(À) has eigenualues

{z¡.r¡1"+lPl) +lrl',
2l)l(n+lBl)+l)l'InI n2 l2 l)l(n + lBl)+ lrl')

Define functions Fu-(b,n) and ttn;sn(b,n) for positiue integers b'n as

follows:

)

Fu-(b,n)
b+n+ b+n z ¡ 24n2

2n

Fn;sn(b'n) :: -31)l

Thet-t, the lowest eigenualue þo or the first of the aboue matrices is

bormded by

þø-(l01, n) +z(lþl+n) | 
) | + I 

À l' I t o < ttn¡gn(lþ|, n) +z(lþl+ n ) | 
À | + | 

) 1'?,

/or l)l > 0,|{ll,n) I, while the other two eigenualues are greater tltan

z(lþl+ n)l)l + lÀ1'?.

lÀl
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PROOF. Most of the proof consists of tedious calculations, using

either of the formuiae (13) or (19), or rather the image of the latter un-

der the representation n¡. In particular, we have the following formula

for A1(À) acting on "l-forms" on D4n+2'

A,()) : (21)l(n+ lBl) + lÀ1'?)Id t2n(e(r-')i(Wt)+"('-')i(Wù)
2n

+l)lt(- e(ri¡t(z¡¡ + e(rr)i(z¡))
j=l

2n

+tl)l-r l{trt{wr) + ¡r¡(wr))(e(ri)z¡ - e(ri¡t(z¡)¡
j=l

*(À1 e(r-' ) * Àze(r-" ))(-i(Z ¡) Z-i + i(Zi) Z )

+rl)l-' it^rot*') - ^ti(wz))(-"(r'i-')zn 
-r e(r2i-t)2",

j=l

+ e(r2 i ) Z rç7 - e(r2 i ) Z 2¡ - 1)

l(À2e(r-') - À1e(r-'))(i(Zr¡-r) Z,¡ - t(Zq) Zt

- i (Z 2 j) Z 2 j -' ¡ i (Z z¡) Zt-),

from which we can derive the matrices and eigenvalues above.

The eigenvalues of the first matrix in the theorem are worth dis-

cussing ir, ão-" detail, since they come from a cubic whic¡ is decidedlv

non-trivial to solve.

Let p(¡1,) be the characteristic polynomial of this matÌix (minus the

constant ierm 2(lBl + n)lÀl + lÀl') That is,

p}r) : t" - 2rt'- lÀl(2lPl + 91)l + 2n)p * l2nl)12'

Then we can approximate its zeros (i.e. the eigenvalues of the matrix)

if we know where it is positive and negative. calculations (foI example,

using a compute, pa.kug" such as Maple) give that p,(LIb-(lPl'")).-

it.-TlBl,rr)t - 9p,,-(lþ1,Á)l)l'f negative (since lpu*(lþ\,")l > 3l)l))'
;hil; p'0'í,rn(101,'r)) - 6lPll)l' is positive. Further, p(0) is positive,

while fr,Ìpj"nàr a pãsitive zelo, indicating (by standard results in cal-

culus) tt.i ttt" otirer two zeros "f 
p0ù are both positive' ¡

We briefly discuss special cases' i'e' what happens when some or

all of tlre indices Pi are zero-

If gr¡-r, say, is zero,, then u¡ and tu| both simplify; but if þ'i-':
g : {)r¡,'then u¡ and tu'¡ arealso zero' In particular,if B: 0' then every
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uj and. every w'¡ are zero; also, lBl must be greater than or equal to 2 in

o.d", to have u,n eigen'rr"ctor of the form (7t,-t * lzt)u¡ - ({lr¡-t * þr¡)ut

(since one of 0r,-r,þr, must be non-zero, and one of þz¡-tr0z¡ must be

non-zero).

The case þ : 0 has to be considered separately, but. it can be shown

that in this case, all eigenvalues are greater than 2nl)l + l)l''

This motivates the following result'

conollnny 5.9. The lowest eigenualue of the Laplacian on 1-

forrns on D4n*2 in the representation n¡, At,"(À), has rnultiplicity 1

for all n,À, and lies between

2nl2-
(n*1 I 24n2

2n
l)l + l)|'? and1an*

(2" - 1) l)l + lÀ|'?.

Furth,er, the coeffi,cient of l)l in the lower bound is positiue.

Pnoo¡,. For fixed B,the lowest eigenvalue on the first subspace in

Theorem 5.8 is between

z(l0l+n)lÀl+ lÀl'+ tru-(lþl,n) and z(lþl+n)l)l + l)l'+ t'n;nn(lþl,n)'

Both /rr,-(lþ1,") and' ¡'t'¡¡n¡(lþ\,") are increasing as lBl increases; in

particular,

uu-(2,n) > P'¡;n¡(l,n) Vn 2 1'

That the coefficient of lÀl is Posi tive follows from more calculations'

Fol n 1, the value of P,u- 1,1)+41À is exactly (3 - /7)l) ; fol n > 1,

we use the fact that (n*1 124n2 is less than 5n * 1 to derive the

estimate: Fto-(l,n) + (2n + 2)l) is greater than (2n - 1-;)l)l' whicl'r

ls posl tive"

CoRor,l-RRY 5. LO. For any n ) I, the first Nouikou-Slt'tLbirt itzuari-

ant of Pan*2 is giuen bY

or(Dn"+') : 2n I2 -- ao(D4"+2).
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pROOp. we have an estimate for the lowest eigenvalue of 41,'()),
which has multiplicity of one for all n and ). As in section 4.4, we can

now calculate the eigenvalues; most of the procedure of that section still

holds here. The ,"rrrlt depends on the decay of the following integral:

t ,-r(olÀl+/(lÀl)'lÀl') l^12" d,^r d^2
-/re,

for c positive and r@) " positive power series. we can lewrite this

integral in polar coordinates; it becomes

['" f 
"-T(ar*!(r\.r2lr2n+r 

d,r d,0,

Jo lo
which (again using an equation from section 4.4) evaluates to

2n*2

2n + o(T-2"-3)1

tf

Nore. For other H-type groups, it is clear that 1-forns analogous

to u¡ arrd w'¡ could be defined,

(similar to the second subsPace

group. (That is, Lemma 5.5 cou

ues would, again, also be eigenvalue

group.) Th"i" might be complications if the dimension of the centr-e is

4k * 3, for some integer k.

The real question, however, is: do 1-forms similarto u¡ and u;' and

a subspace like the first subspace in Theorem 5.8, exist for other H-type

grorrpr? Further, what happens for 2-forms and pforms in general -

ã." th"r" exactly two such (Laplacian-invariant) subspaces, or- three or

more?

These are questions to which I do not know the answers' though I
suspect that finding more operators which commute with the Laplacian

would be a significant step in the right direction'
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An explicit formula for the Laplacian

The formula for the Laplacian in section 3.1 was given without proof

- though it was indicated how the explicit formulae for d and d* could

be prÑed. Here we derive the formula for the Laplacian, given those

for d and d*.

F.irst, we need to review some propeÌties of the operators e(*)' i(*).

Let Vt,V2 ar¡d. v be vectors selected from the orthonoÌmal basis

{2r,. . . , Zn, ZÍ,..- , Zr,W}, such that V I Vr' Then

(21) eçrv'¡t(vr¡

(22) i(v)e(rv) + e(rV)i(V) : Id

(23) e(rv')e(rv'¡ : -e(rv')e(rv')
(24) i(V)i(v,) : -i(v2)i(vL)
(25) "?v) : [i(v)].
(26) e("v')tçvr) : le?v)i(Vt)1.

where "v is the l-form dual to V, * denotes adjoint, and the last

property is derived from the second-last'

We also note that vector fields such as Z¡,wh\ch operate only on

functions, commute with the operato's "(r') and i(V) for all V in the

above orthonormal basis.

Finally, it can be shown that the adjoint of z¡ is -z¡ and the

adjoint of W is -W.
Recall from section 3.1 that

",n

(t : (1"fti72, + "(ri)Z¡) + e(r-)W - irDeftj¡eç,i )i(w)
j=I i=L

nn

d* : -(t iØj)zi + i(zi)z) - i(t4/)w + ic ! eî\i(z¡)i(zi)
j=tj:r 

92
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We need to calculate d'd'* + d'*d. We'll do so in a'term-by-term'
approach.

e(ri)z¡d. * d*e(rr)z¡

- e(r i ) t (z ¡) z ¡ z¡ - i (z ¡) e(r t ) z¡ z, + i c \ (e(ri ) e(r- )i(z¡)i (z *)
k,k+i

r e(r- ) i ( Z ¡) i (Z ¡) e(r i )) z ¡ + i c(e(r i 
) e(r- ) i ( zi) i ( Z i)

1- e (r* ) i (Z¡) i ( Z ¡) e(r r 
)) Z ¡

- e(ri)t(z¡) z¡ z¡ - i(z ¡)e(ri)(z¡ z¡ - icW)

-ti ce(r- )i (Z¡) (e(r i 
)i (Z ¡) + i (Z ¡) e(rr )) Z ¡

- Z ¡ Z¡ * ici(Z ¡)e(ri )W * ice(r-)i(Z) Z ¡

wh.ere we use the commutativity (or anti-commutativity) of various

e(lU*),i(V) and Zi,Zo terms which then cancel'

e(ri)21d. * d.e(rr)z¡

- eç"i ¡tç21) z¡ z ¡ - i(z¡) e(r' ) z ¡ z¡

+ice(ri )i(Z¡)i(Z ¡)e(r-) z¡ * ici(Z¡)i(Z ¡)e(r-)e(rr) z¡

- e(ri )tç21)Ø ¡ z¡ - icw) - i(z¡)e(r' ) z ¡ z¡

+ic (eQi)i(zi) + t(z)e(ri)) i(z¡)e(r-)z¡

- Z ¡ z¡ + ice(ri )t(Z¡)w + ici(z ¡)e(r-) zi

Next, we have

e(r-)Wd* ! d*e(r-)W

- e(r- ) i (IU )w' - i (w ) e (r- )w2 + i c(l@þ- D'z i Q ) i ( z )w
J

t e (r- ) i ( Z¡) i ( Z ¡) e(r- )W )

_w2
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And'finally':

- e(ri ) e(ri )i(w) d- - d* e(ri ) e(ri )t(w )

: e(ri ) eçri )t(W )i(zj) z i + i(z¡) e(ri ) "(r' )i(W) z j

+ e (r i ) e(ri ) i (w )i (z i) z¡ * i ( z ¡) e(r i ¡ e(, i ¡ t (w ) zi +

- I ( 
" 
(" ) e(ri )t (w )i ce(r-)i (z¡i (z *)

k

)-i ce(r- )i(Z¡)i (Z ¡) e(ri ¡ eçri ¡t 1W 7¡

: -e(ri)t(w)z¡ + eçri¡tçwyz¡ - ¿'(I "Qi¡e(ri)t(z¡)i(zr)
k,k+i

94

+ e (r i ) i ( z j) e (ri ) t ( z ) i (w ) e (r- ) * i ( z ¡) e (r i ¡ t ç 
z ¡¡ " 1r' ) e (r - ) i (w ))

Adding these expr-essions together gives the formula (2) for the

Laplacian:

A :dd,*+d*d

_ _w2+
n

l{-zz i zt + ici(z ¡)e(ri )w t ice(rr )i(z )w
j=l

+ice(r-)i(Z) Z ¡ - ice(r-)i(Z ) Z¡

-ice(rr)i(W) Z ¡ + ice(rr )i(W ) Zi
n

*c2 t ei\e(ri)t(zùi(zk)
k=r,k*j

+ c2 e(ri )t (z t) e(r i )t(z¡¡i (w ) e(r- )

+ c2 i( z j) e(r r )i (z¡) e(ri ¡ "çr- ¡t çw 1¡

Recall that we also defined, in section 3.1, the operatols d, for

j:1,...rfl,bY

0 ¡ : "(ri) 
z¡ ¡ e(ri ) Z1 - ice(ri )e(ri¡tçw¡
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such that d,: e(r-)W +li=re¡. We can then define operators 4;,t

and A¡ for j,l : I,.- . ,tu,i * l'
qj,t :: 0¡0i + 0i0¡

: c2 e(ri)e(ri)i(zt)i(zù
A¡ :: 0i0; + 0i0i

: (-22¡Z¡ + ici(Z¡)e(ri)W * ice(rr)i(Zt)W

lice(r-)i(Z) Z ¡ - ice(r')i(Z ) Z¡

-ice(ri )i(w) z ¡ + ice(ri )i(W) z1

+ c2 e (r i ) t ( z ¡) e (r i ) t ( z ¡) i (w ) e (r- )

+ c2 i(z ¡) e(r i ¡t çz¡ "çri ¡ 
eçr-1t çw ¡1 ;

with this definition, we can write

Lr,n:Do,+t\¡,t -ta2-
j=r j+k
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Proof of the Kernel Lemma

To prove: if u € kerU;¡2l)Vp'n'1, then 72 I 1'

pRoor,. Recall that un : aîaz - e(r2)i(zr ) + e(rr);122). Suppose

u € kerUrz. Then in particular e(r2)e(rt)(Jrru:0 which implies that

e(r2)e(rr)aia2u :0-

Wlite u in the form

,: rl A ur + ,' Arr+ rl A ,'ur¡'n,
fol u¿ forms such that i(Z)u¡ : 0 : i(22)u; for i : l' " ''4' Then

we've just shown above that ua € kerø2'

If we apply (Jn to u and equate coefficients of terms with 12 and so

on, we get-fhe following equations (since u € kerU12):

(27) aia2q'f i(21)u1 - i(22)u2 : o,

(28) aia2u2 - i(21)ua : 0,

(2g) aia2uv t i(Z)ua : 0'

But we know that u¿ € kero2. Equations (28) and (29) then imply

that u2 and u1 respectively are in ker a2" (even ff ua:0). From equation

(27), we r"" lhut-r3 is in kera3r. Actually, equation (29) also implies

ìn.i'r, is in ker(i( Zz)or), which together with equation (27) implies

tlrat u: e ker(i(Z)a2r).

If we now require that u € \/p'n'1 (and recall that for functions, if
,þB&) € kero!, then 0, < 2) then the conditions that rr Ar2 Auz €
y""' and u3 € kera! n ker'(i(Zù"7) togetheÌ imply that 72 < 1, if
ur l0.Similarly the conditions on u1,u2 à\d ua imply that 72 ( 1, so

that the result holds even if one oI more of the u¡'s is 0. tr
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APPENDIX C

Maple procedures for checking calculations

in comprehending this thesis.

It is also available by emailing Dr Varghese Mathai at

umath ai@rnaths. ad elaid e - edu' au.

'type/boson' := Proc(b) ;

nops(b)=1 aIId type(op(o,b),identical(X)) and type(op(1'b)'
algebraic) ;

end;

'type/fermion''= Proc(f) ;

nops(f)=1 and type(op(t,f),algebraic) a¡d
(type(op(o,f),identical(E) ) or type(op(O,f),identical(I))) ;

end;

:= proc(o);
raic) and not(type(o,boson)) and not(type(o,

* Here "bosons" are actually bosonic oPerators, ê'g' vector

* fields X-i, X-j or creation/annih. op'r's a-j, a-j^*;
# they're represented by symbols Like X[i] or Xtjl'
# "Fermions" are also operators, e.g. e(V) & i(V), wedging and

* contracting respectively. They're liker¡ise rePresented by

* E[i] and Itjl .

* "Other" means real numbers & variables, essentially'

# Following are a series of procedures designed to sirnplify
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'type/other'
type (o, algeb
fermion));
end;
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* the Process of multiptying fermions and bosons together'
# They take two objects of the form ilo * b * f" (r¡here b may

* consist of two or more bosonic operators multiplied
* together, for example "&B(X[1],X[2])" ' ' ' similarty with f)
# a¡d return another object of the same type'
* Here &B represents bosonic multiplication a¡d &F fermioníc

# multiplication.

antib¡=proc(x,Y);
simp2 (x, y) +simP2(Y,x) ;

end;

¡3;=proc(x,Y) i

simp2 (x, y) -simP2 (Y,x) ;

end;

s imp2 ' =proc (a, b)
local i,result,alist,blist ;

result : =0;
if type(a,'+') then
for i from 1 to noPs(a) do

result : =result+simp2(op (i, a),b)
od

elif type (b , '*' ) then
for i from 1 to noPs(b) do

result : =result+simp2 (a, op (i , b) )

od
else
* If a and. b are not sums' then split a into three lists
if type(a, '+') then

alist:=sptit(top(a)1, [], ü, n)
else alist:=split([a], [], [], il)
ffr

* SimilarlY with b.
if type(b, r *' ) then

blist:=split( top(b)1, [], ü, il )

erse brist : =sprit ( [b] , [] , [] , [] )
fi;
resulr :=&0( [op(a1ist[l] ),op(Ufist [1] )l ) +

bchange( [op(alist [z] ) ,oP(btist t2l )l ) +

fchange( [op(arist [s] ),op(blist [3] )l )

rf¡
result
end;
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#The next procedure separates the different types (bosons 
'

# fermÍons, other) into three seParate lists '
split ¡= proc(u1 ,oI ,bI ,fI)
local current,result;
if not (uI= [] ) then

current:=ul[1];
if type(current,fermion) then

result :=sp1it(subsop(1=NULL,uI),o1,bÌ, [oP(fI),currentJ )

elif op(O,current)='&F' then
result, ="piit (subsop ( t=tlUtl,ul), o1, bI, [op (f t ), oP (current) ] )

elif type(current,boson) then
resurt,="piit(subsop(t=Nutl,ul),oI, [op(bl),current],fI)

elif op(o,current)='&B' then
result,="piit(subsop(I=NULL,uI),oI, lop(bI),op(current)],fI)

else result :=spiit(subsop(1=NULL,uI), [op(o1),current],
br,f 1)

fi
else resul¡.=[o1,bl,f1]
fi;
result
end;

,kO, ¡= proc(oI)
local product;
if not(ol=[]) ttren

product :=o1 [1] * &0(subsop(llNULL,or) )

else product:=1
fi
end;

bchaage ;= proc(b1)
l-ocal i, j,k, I,C,b1,b2,vl,v2,booll,Partsort,temP'temp2 ;

1:=5;
C:=array(sparse,L. "L, 1. . 1, 1. .1) ;

clr ,2, r1 : =r ;

Cl2,l,1l :=-I;
c[3,4,1]:=r;
C [4,3,1] : =-I ;

* Xtll represents Z-L, X'l2f Z-batt, X[3]
# and X[5] W.

# Thus, complex conmutation relations are involved'
* Here, the mod'el is of H^5, which is complicated
# enough for demonstration purposes, but the nodel

# could easily be extended to other Lie groups'
partsort : =bI ;
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temp: =0 ;

for i from noPs(b1)-1 bY -1 to 1 do

forjfromltoido
booll : =swap (j, ¡+f ,partsort) ;

if boolI It] ttren
* SwaP the order of t¡¡o bosons '

b1 : =partsort [jl ;

b2:-Partsort[j+11 ;
.'r1;=ep(1,b1);

v2;=op(t,b2) ;

partsort : =subsop ( j =b2, j + 1=b1, partsort) ;

forkfromltoldo
if not(C[v1 ,v2,k]=9) then

temp2 : =subsoP(j =X [k], j +1=¡gtt,partsort) ;

temp : =temp+C lvl ,v2, kJ +bchaage (temP2)

* Effecting the co¡nmutation relations
fi

od
fi

od
od;
#fotlowing is so that &BO=1-
if partsort=[] then temP:=temP+1

elif nops(partsort) ) 1 then
temp : =¡smP+&B (oP (Partsort) )

else temp : =tenP+oP (Partsort )

fi
end;

fchaage ;= Proc(f1)
Local i, j,sign,squared,booll,f 1,f2,partsort'temp ;

sign:=1;
temp: =0;
squared: =false ;

for i from 1 to noPs(fl) do

for j from i+1 to noPS(fI) do

if fl[i]=f][jJ tnen squared:=true
# If two fermions are the salne, the whole product
* is zero.

fi
od

od;
if not(squared) then

partsort : =fJ-;
for i from noPs(f1)-l bY -1 to 1 do
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lûSeveral Passes .

for j from 1 to i while not(partsort=[]) do

fFor each Pass:
booll : =swap(j, j+l,Partsort) ;

if booll [1] then
# Swap the order of two fermions ' The sign chalges

* since multiplication is anti-commutative'
11;=partsort [jJ ;

f2:=partsort[j+11;
part;ort : =subsop (j =f2 , j+!=rl, partsort ) ;

if bootl- [Z] ttren
temp : =temP+sign*fchange (subsop(j =NULL, j +1=NULL '

Partsort) ) ;

#Extra term for Etjl gf I[j], e'g' e(tau^j) i(Z-j)'
fi;
sign: =-sign;

fi
od

od
else partsort:=0
fi;
if partsort=[] then temp:=temp+sign
elif nops(Partsort) ) 1 then

temp : -temp+sign+ &F(op (partsort) )

else temp : =temp+sign*op (partsort)
fi;
temp;
end;

* The next proced'ure investigates if two consecutive elements

*ofalisthavetobeswapped.Theideaistoorderbosons
f in increasing order, and have the Etjl's before the I[i]'s"
il The result is a list of two boolean objects: "change" is
#settotrueifaswapisnecessary,and"same"issetto
* true j.f Itjl and E[j] are to be swapped'

swap ;= proc(i1,i2,fIist)
l-ocal 1! ,12, change , salne , resuJ-t ;

# This procedure assumes iI<i2'
# Though the variables are lab:Iled with "f", this procedure

* al-so works for bosons.
change: =false;
sa:ne : =false;
f 1 '=fIist Ii 1] ;

t2:=flistli2);
if op(0,f1)=I and oP(0,f2)=E then
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# Swap ltil & etjl; extra term if i=j'
chalge: =true;
if op(1,f 1)=oP( t,12)' then

same : =true
fi

elif op(0,f1)=op(0,f2) and

typ.(op(r,f1),numeric) and type(op(1,f2),numeric) then

if op(1,t1)>oP(1,f2) then
# Swap X[2] and X[1], or E[4] and E[a] etc'

chalge: =true
fi

fi;
result ¡ = fchange, same]

end;

# Following are some examples of operators to test the

# procedures on. For example, LB(d, U12) should be zeto'
* La(U11,U12) should' be U12, and antib(d, detta) should be

# the whole LaP1acian on H^5.

¿ . =s [1J +x [1] +E [2] *X [2] +E [3] i'X [3] +E t4l *X [4] +n [5] 'tx [5]

-(r+&F(E[1],E l2f ,rtsl ))-(r*e¿F(Et3l,E[4],r tsl )) ;

del-ta:=-(I[1]*Xl2f+I[2]*X[1]+I[3]*X[4]+It4l'tX[3]+I[5]'tx[5])
+r+&F(E[5],r 12),r.[1] )+r+sF(E[s],r [4],r[3] ) ;

# The below is not really tJ-{12}, but is actually the
s pre-image of U-{12} (i.e. not in a representation)' and

* thar is multiplied by i}| (<-> k).
# Reca1l also that I[1] rePresents i(Z-t), E[4] rePresents

# e(tau^bar4) etc.

tJ¡.2;= Xtll &B Xt4l + r+X[s] * &F(E[3] ,r [1] ) - I*x[s] *
&F(E t2l ,l [4] ) ;

u11:= X[1] &B X[2] + r*x[5]+ &F(E[l],r[1]) - r*x[s]+
&F(E[2] ,r-12)) |

rJ22;= Xt3l &B x[4] + r+x[s]'¡ &F(E[3] ,r[3] ) - r*x[s]+
&F(E[4],r[4]);
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